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Admin . scram bles
to salvag e budge t
By Katelyn Randall

News Reporter
In response to Gov. Judd
Gregg's proposed plan to rollback funding for the University
System of New Hampshire
(USNH) to numbers lower than
1987 levels, USNH Trustees and
Chancellors met in Concord yesterday with the House Appropriations Committee to explain
why USNH can not undergo these
cuts and continue at its present
level of quality.
On Wednesday, Gov.Gregg
proposed in his state budget to
cut USNH 1992 funding by $2.9
million dollars to $51.3 million
and then in 1993 to return it to the
1991 level of $54.2 million.
Raymond Buckley, D-Manchester, who sits on the House

Appropriations Committee said
that both Chancellor Claire Van
-ummersen and Trustee Terry
Morton "should be commended
for their response to the brutal
attack on USNH by Gov. Gregg."
According to Buckley, because Gov. Gregg came from a
privileged background, he never
had to attend a public institution
of higher education. He doesn't
understand the importance of
USNH, said Buckley.
"I feel confident that elected
officials will reject the proposal
(made by Gov. Gregg) and will
restore the requested funds," said
Buckley. According to Morton, if
Gregg's proposal passes there
please see USNH, page 10

Pam McPhee, Fireside Experience Program advisor, worries about Fireside extinction. (Ed Sawyer photo)

Firesid e progra m may be cut
due to UNH budge t proble ms
Not considere d an academic priority
By Ben Zipkin

Staff Reporter
Due to budget cuts and a
sizable decrease in funding, the
University of New Hampshire's
Fireside Experience Program, an
outdoor learning environment
club, is in serious jeopardy of
being eliminated next year.
Fireside, which was founded
in 1979, receives $10,000 per year
from the University, which constitutes the bulk of the program's
finances. In the coming fiscal year,
however, the money may be reallocated, and Fireside might cease
to exist.
Control of the orientation
program, which contains Freshman Camp and the Fireside Program, was transferred last year
from the Student Activities office
to the Academic Affairs office.
Dr. Walter Eggers, vice president
of Academic Affairs, said aca-.
demic, rather than extra-curricular activities, will be given funding priority in the orientation
program.
Eggers said Fireside was not
seen as a viable academic affair,
and because of sizable budget cuts
this year, there is no money for
the program. Due to funding cuts,
many of the University programs,
both academic and extra-curricular, are being scrutinized by the
University administration, said
Eggers.

Eggers also stressed that his
view was in no way meant to criticize the Fireside program, rather it
reflected the priorities for funds at
his disposal.
Fireside was established to
promote both orientation and retentionforincoming freshmen. The
organization establishes a learning environment, which emphasizes community involvement and
participation. Firesiders participate
in outings in the wilderness, as
well as in the community.

Fireside advisor PamMcPhee
is not giving up hope. She is encouraging all past Firesiders to
write letters to Eggers expressing
the importance and value of the
program. A successful rally was
held on Feb. 6, she said.
McPhee said the Fireside staff
is exhausting every option in preparing their rebuttal. ''The Fireside program is important to a lot
of people. It eases the college adjustment for many people, and this
please s~e FIRESIDE, page 10

Jacob Holdt hitchhiked 118,000 miles of America. (Ed Sawyer photo)

Ameri can Pictur es
paint a -dark image
By Gail Leach

News Reporter
After only two years of high
school, Jacob Holdt decided to
leave his home in Denmark and
travel around America. However,
his travel plans were very different from most. Holdt planned to
hitchhike around thecountrywith
only $40, a camera and the desire
to photograph the American
underclass. If you were one of the
people who got into line early on

Monday night, then you were able
to listen to and see the haunting
pictures that Holdt captured.
These were pictures of racism,
oppression and suffering.
Holdt, a distinctive man with
long hair and a longer braided,
beard, came to the University of
New Hampshire Monday to show
American Pictures to a sold out
crowd of 350 in the Memorial
please see AMERICAN, page 10
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MIDDLE EAST UPDATE
The War In Brief. ....
Tuesday, Feb~ 12

Thursday, Feb. 14

• Bush declared that the allies will press their air war
against Iraq "for a while." After hearing Defense Secretary Dick Cheney's report the President also implied that
he expects commanders to make a request to launch a
ground attack .before long.
• Allied jets stepped up their air attacks with hundreds
more bombing raids against Iraqi targets, and the city of
Basra was again pounded.
• Soviet envoy, Primakov arrived in Baghdad for a meeting with Saddam Hussein and was showed to areas of the
city where allied forces had inflicted destruction.
• Iraq's religious affairs minister said "thousands" of
civilians have been killed or wounded in the bombing.
This was the first time a high ranking Iraqi official had
spoken of such high civilian losses.

• U.S. bombs were confirmed hitting an Iraqi bunker in
Baghdad, and Iraq said hundreds of innocent civilians were
killed. Iraqi officials brought CNN reporter Peter Arnett to the
site and provided visual footage of bodies leaving the shelter.
U.S. military reaffirmed statements that the bunker was a military installation citing reports from contractors who converted
the civilian shelter into one designed for military use in 1989.
• Iraq's foreign minister Tariq Aziz prepared to travel to the
Soviet Union this weekend for talks with Gorbachev.
• At the U.N., Third World diplomats requested an open Security Council discussion on the conflict.

Wednesday, Feb. 13
• Anti-Iraqi assaults are shifting to combined land, sea
and air strikes. The sophisticated military barrage
indicated that the allies are practicing operations they
would employ in a ground attack.
• Iraqi sources claimed an allied attack hit a civilian
bomb shelter killing hundreds. U.S. military officials
said the shelter was a military target.
• A combined effort of Saudi artillery batteries, U.S.
Marine jets and artillery and the battleship Missouri
focused their fire on Iraqi troops massed in southern
Kuwait.
• The Pentagon reported that damage to Kuwaiti oil
fields is more extensive than was previously believed.
• The White House voiced anger at Iraqi allegations that
allied bombs are targeted at civilian areas.

Rights of POWs: Geneva Conventions
Most nations, including the United States and Iraq, signed the 1949
Geneva Conventions to protect rights of prisoners of war. Basic rules :
All captives must be disarmed, thoroughly searched and
carefully guarded .

■

■ If questioned, POWs are required to give only name, age, rank and

service number; they may not be forced to give other information.
All POWs must be treated humanely, without discrimination due to
race, sex, religious belief or other reason.

■

Captured medical personnel and chaplains are -not to be considered
POWs; they must be allowed to carry on normal work.

■

■ All POWs must be evacuated from battle area quickly and safely.

■ POWs cannot be tortured, executed without regular trial , subject to
cruel or degrading treatment.

■ At the end of hostilities, POWs must be released and repatriated

without delay.
SOURCE: Defense Department

KRTN lniographics

•

With the recent
controversy over
POW's the Defense Department
has come up with
a list of the rights
agreed on at the
Geneva Convention.

Morale is still high
among U.S. military persons, as
this soldier displays.
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What is it like to be
black on a mostly
white UNH campus?
By Michelle Purdum

News Reporter
To paint a picture of the culturar dynamics of the University
of New Hampshire, your palette
need only consist of a few colors,
white being the color used most
often.
The picture would show a student population made up of fewer
than one percent of students of
African descent, according to
Carmen Buford, Associate Dean
for Student Activities and Student
Development.
"(fhe numbers of) black faculty and staff are also very minuscule. There are maybe 20 combined faculty and staff," she said.
UNH junior Roxana Hopps
said that being black was never an
issue for her until she came to
UNH. She said her high school,
Woodrow Wilson High located in
Washington, D.C., was a very
racially diverse school.
"I really would like to see
other students experience some of
the things, culturally and socially,
that I have experienced and maybe
open their eyes or open their
minds," said Hopps.
Buford said she knew what
she was getting into when she
moved here from Los Angeles, but
that she's ''been treated very well
here." So well, in fact, that she said
she wonders sometimes if people
aren't going just a little too far. ·
"It makes me feel quaint,"
Buford said. "When you're quaint,
you're not considered a person,
you're an oddity."
Thami Giyose, an international student who hails from

South Africa, said that people are
afraid of putting their foot in their
mouth when they talk to a black
person.
"It's based on ignorance in
New Hampshire," he said. "It's
not like Boston or New York City
where they say We have interacted with blacks and we don't
like them."'
Buford said, ''There is no real
celebration of the richness of diversity (at UNH)." "Part of why it
doesn't exist here is because you
have to import it," said Buford,
adding, "In terms of cultural diversity, UNH doesn't have a clue."
Giyose said that ignorance is
expressed at UNH through "institutional racism," matters like not
having enough classes that deal
with black issues or being the only
black person in a class and being
expected to give a ''black opinion."
"People assume you play
sports... they'll address your sports
needs quicker than they'll address
your political or economic needs,"
he said. "It's not conducive to a
healthy educational development."
Being a black athlete on scholarship presents its own problems
for Avrom Smith, a New York
native in his second semester at
UNH.
"Everyone expects me to
know the rap songs," he said. "I
don't even listen to rap. I like jazz."
Staff member Elane Douglas,
who is also black, said that she has
not had any negative experiences
please see MONTH, page 9
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Students to import snow for

Winter Carnival' s festivities
By Jenifer Cannon

Williams said, "It doesn't feellike
winter, without snow. How can
people get excited about winter
carnival?"
In the case that the snow
melts or it rains, activities that
don't involve snow are planned.
Carrie Walsh, a member of CAB,

said that if there is no snow there
News Reporter
will still be a sculpture contest, but
The warm weather last week
people will be asked to use other
was a treat for most, but not for the
resources to make their sculptures.
planners of the University of New
Other events such as the snow
Hampshire Winter Carnival.
volleyball game would be turned
Even though there is a little
please see SNOW, page 13
snow on campus, all scheduled
activities will still take place. Students plan to either try to import
snow for the snow sculpture or
use materials such as wood to build
y Julie Enos
. · . :, . ·.
a snow-free sculpture.
. take place at Thompson hall n
ews Reporter
m,a tter w,hat. This ,. way_, ther
According to Mike Sullivan,
Saturday students will be
Campus Activities Board (CAB)
shouldn:'t:i,e '~ny·cohftision 'fo
igging out their hats, mittens,
students :riot knowing where t
chairman, many people and orgo."
ganizations that plan to build snow leds and ice skates to join the fun
Accor<:iing to Witte, CAB .i
sculptures, have chosen to go up nfront ofThompson Hall for the
ast day of Winter Carnival. And
trying particularly hard this yea
•north and get their own snow.
to restore school unity and ·mo
"We are hoping for a snow f there is no snow on the ground
storm on Friday, but just in case, or the planned events, it will be
rale. "Hopefully Winter Camiva
hipped in.
will get people back into the swin
we are going up north and filling
Activities willbetakingplace
up pick-up trucks with snow and
of things a11d ad.d some color t
s part of Winter Carnival.1991
this <depressing winter/' sai
dumping it on Thompson Hall
·th snow or without snow, acWitte. ,Witte was stunned whe
lawn," said Sullivan.
sherecentiyJookE?datc:1.19~3year
At first, CAB hoped to receive ordingto Cindy Witte, .t he spevolunteer help from the UNH ial events coorqinator for the .·. book. .~J"he.\pktures <pfilie ·sfto .·
Grounds and Roads, but Sullivan ::'1mpt1s Acti\lities Board (CAB). . . ssttlptures,:»7er~1~11y·t.µ}beli¢v
.· "We ·• want to ,·make these
·, able. Students 'back :then :reall
said when he asked Grounds and
vents definii~. That is why
Roads employees for help with
,. s,h9wed
of spirit/'.::::::-:::
the trucking of snow, they said, . jll bE?Jl'11cJsii.ig'~~ SJ}P~ @:oy~d- . ·.·,.·. . .Mike:sullivan·'::a 'member 0
"Yeah we'll help you truck snow
for a price."
UNH sophomore Heather

~1ePclfng, .~c.~Jntl!-~.~~,
:VOHeYl>aUiari.cl snow

Wednesday night, comedy night celebrated Winter Carnival.
(Ed Sawyer photo)

Corrections ...

/romFeb.12

•A skier on page 37 was misidentified. His
name is Kurt Almond.

we ...
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The Peace Corp ·wants the motiva ted
By Heather Osborne

News Reporter
Bob DuBois was late for geology and ended up in
Africa.
Well, that is not exactly what happened, but when his
professor gave him the boot for arriving late, he wandered
out into the hallway and bumped into a Peace Corps
recruiter.
The rest is history. Bob, then a college senior at OhioWesleyan, became interested in the Peace Corps by talking
it over with the recruiter and volunteers. Although he
"didn't know what (he) was getting into at all," he went
through the application process, complete with medical,
dental and legal checks. He then accepted an invitation to
teach 24 villagers to raise fish in Walungu, Zaire for two
years.
According to Betsy Christie, a Peace Corps representative in Boston, cases like Bob's are not uncommon. Yet,
although everybody seems to know about it, the Peace
Corps has a somewhat misleading reputation.
"I think traditionally it was thought of completely
altruistically," said Christie. "It also has career benefits for
people who want to make a difference."
DuBois said that one of the most importantthingsthat
people considering the Peace Corps should think about is
themselves.
"Some people go with the idea that they are going to
help people and that's great," DuBois said. "But I think it's
important to realize what you want to get out of it, because
it's your own motivation that's going to keep you there in
the end."
Deirdre Healy, a volunteer who spent two and a half
years in the Dominican Republic, is one of four on-campus
Peace Corps recruiters in the New England area. Healy,
like Christie, also interviews potential volunteers and tries
to give them an accurate account of life in the Peace Corps.
"There's no question-you are putting yourself at risk
and it can be scary. You are away from your family or a
support system and nothing is guaranteed," Healy said. "I
learned to challenge myself, though, and that is one of the
go~ls of the Peace Corps."
Christie also said that as well as not being all wonderful, the Peace Corps is not for everyone.
"We want to make sure people get a clear picture of it:
We don't want anyone to be surprised when they get

there," said Christie. "Chances are they will get sick and
they will get lonely. It depends on the individual person."
Healy pointed out that even though sickness is common during a volunteer's stay, sickness is also a regular
occurrence in the United States.
"Some people say they got healthier as a volunteer,"
said Healy. "You learn to take care of yourself. If you don't,
then it's your fault for getting sick."
DuBois said he was sick for six months in Zaire and
admitted to being "pretty miserable," but stuck it out
anyway. He, like every volunteer,
went through a job training period
of ten weeks, and claimed that
those ten weeks were harder than
any aspect of life out on his post.
"I think it was someone's goal
to weed out any people that were
not suitable or had a romantic vision of what life would be like,"
said DuBois. "I don't know how
hard other training programs were,
but the fisheries were particularly
stressful and demanding. At the end of it, I just figured that
because I had made it through ten weeks of hell, I could
stick it out for two years in Africa."
Al Pratt, a potential Peace Corps volunteer who hopes
to go to Southeast Asia to teach water treatment, said he
would find the language training difficult as well.
"I'm taking Chinese right now and that is hard," said
Pratt, "but I have been told that any language would be
fine, as long as I have the experience of learning one."
Although the Peace Corps recommends that applications have at least a year of college French or Spanish,
Healy said she knew hardly any Spanish when she arrived
in the Dominican Republic.
"I said some of the most ridiculous things when I was
there and the people never laughed at me ... well, hardly
laughed," grinned Healy. '1 did a lot of traveling in Central
and South America, though my experience would have
been limited if I hadn't learned to speak some Spanish."
DuBois, like all volunteers, had a language training
period before going out ,to his post, and learned to speak
Swahili.
"It was very demanding, but if you just persevere and
work hard to meet the standards," he said, "you know they

will let you go and do your job."
Along with communication, the job itself is something
that requires creativity, according to Healy.
"I always ask the people that I interview 'What would
you do if you have arrived at your post and discovered that
the person who was supposed to be your partner has gone
to the other side of the country,"' Healy said. "That's the
kind of stress you encounter and you really have to be
creative and have a sense of humor to deal with it."
DuBois' recommended prescription for would-be
volunteers, as well as a
sense of humor, is patience
and an open mind.
"Life is slower in the
third world and we're
used to working quickly
here with T.V.s and machines," he said. "You
have to learn to be patient
and not to expect things to
happen fast."
Sometimes things
don't happen at all. Or if they do, they are no finished when
it comes time to leave. Healy said this realization was
tough.
"It's important not to set yourself up because sometimes things don't get resolved," said Healy. "That was one
of the hardest things about leaving. When you realize how
much you put into something, you're afraid to let someone
else take over. But the whole idea of the Peace Corps is to
work yourself out of a job-to teach people to be selfsufficient."
DuBois said he felt the work he did had some progress
and thought he was successful on a small scale.
"I taught two dozen farmers how to raise fish; to give
themselves a source of protein," said DuBois. "I enjoyed
watching them learn. I hope they're still working on it."
Flo Reed, a volunteer who is on her way to Panama in
March to teach environmental education, said she feels her
service will be worthwhile.
"Although I don't agree with U.S. foreign policy and
think that the government uses the Peace Corps as a less
violent way of' exerting its influence, this service is important," she said. ''This needs to be done-it needs to be done
in the U.S. too-and if the government wants to pay for it,
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Nelson Mandela's Wife
Goes on Trial
Winnie Mandela plead innocent to kidnap charges as
a witness vanished. WinnieMandela'strialonkidnapa nd
assault charges suddenly was halted when prosecutors in
Johannesburg said one of the key witnesses in the case,
one of the alleged victims, had been abducted. Announcement of the disappearance of the witness was made after
Mrs. Mandela, wife of South African anti-apartheid leader
Nelson Mandela, and three co-defendants pleaded not
guilty in the 1988 kidnaping of four young men, one of
whom was later found dead.

Warsaw Pact Comes to
anEnd
Moscow plans to dismantle the Warsaw Pact's militarystructureby April. ThePactwasformedasaCommunist response to NATO and was formed at the beginning
of the Cold War. It will end its military purpose soon according to Moscow. A spokesman for President Gorbachev said the Kremlin intends to recast its relationship
with six other members of the Soviet-led alliance through
bilateral accords. The agreement to end the military
alliance apparently will coincide with the termination of
Comecon, the block's trade group.

Jim Bakker's Sentence
Thrown Out of Court
A federal appeals court threw out Jim Bakker' s 45-year
jail sentence, ruling that the trial judge acted improperly
when he called TV evangelists "money grubbing preachers." The court upheld Bakker's conviction on charges of
defrauding followers, but ordered that he be resentenced
by another judge.

Worshippers Stampede
Churches in Mexico
At least 38 worshippers died when thousands of people
tried to push into a Roman Catholic church south of Mexico
City for an Ash Wednesday service. Some people were
suffocated others were tram pied, officials said. Another 25
people suffered injuries in the crush at the Chalma Church,
which contains a shrine of the Virgin Mary. The fervor of
worshippers was set off by the beginning of Lent. Unfortunately, in the quest to be faithful to their religion, churchgoers killed many of their fellow citizens.

Airline Industry Falls
in a Tailspin
Following the demise of Eastern Airlines earlier this
year, other airlines have been reporting severe losses as
price wars continue and fears of flying grow. The industry has been competing to the extent that nearly all
airlines are in trouble financially. Reduced rates to attract
customers have lowered income while people are flying
less. Since the beginning of the war with Iraq, airline
travel has been down supposedly due to fears of terrorism. First lady Barbara Bush tried to help ease public
fears by flying commercial this week as opposed to usual
military transportation. Mrs. Bush said there was nothing to fear and hoped others would follow her lead.

U.S. Embassy in
Germany Faces Fire
Shots were fired at the American Embassy in Bonn,
Germany. Germany's left-wing Red Army Faction guerrillas claimed responsibility for the attack, officials said.
Bullets inflicted some minor damage to the building but
there were no reports of injuries. German police reportedly found a Red Army letter that stated the group's
opposition to American involvement in the Persian Gulf
war.
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Friday, Februar y 15
Financial Aid Priority Deadline
Last day to file Intent-to-Graduate form for May 1991 graduation without late fee.
Last day for completing application for admission to graduate study for Semester I, 1991-92, to insure
consideration for financial assistance for 1991-92 academic year.
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey- vs. Providence. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Celebrity Series - Emanuel Ax, piano. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290.
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Wally Keniston, candidate fr,; student trustee. (Birger Dahl photo)

Stud ents run for
boar d of trus tees
By Kelly Parker
News Reporter

The student trustee position
rotates every year among PlyTwo student senators have mouth State1 Keene State and
declared their candidacy for the UNH. This year a student at Plyposition of student trustee on the mouth State is holding the posiUniversity System of New Hamp- tion.
shire (USNH) Board of Trustees.
A student trustee is expected
UNH students will have a chance to be well versed in the wants and
to vote for the student they want needs of all three schools as well
in that office on March 5.
as the School of Life Long LearnWally Keniston, a non-tradi- ing and UNH at Manchester.
tional UNH sop ho morel and
The board of trustees decides
Chuck Roy1 a UNH freshman1 many j_mportant issues facing the
have begun their campaign for school, such as the budget. It also
student trustee1 a position that will works closely with the state legisgive them a seat on the governing lature on issues.
body behind USNH. The position
Keniston is a member of the
is available to any UNH under- Academic Senate and the Student
graduate who submits a petition Senate. He has testified in front of
with fifty signatures before Feb.
19.

Monday , Februar y 18
Lecture & Discussion - ''The US Gulf War and a New World 'Order'?" Marc Herold, Assoc. Prof.,
Economic Development. Sponsored by Residential Programs/Camp us Ministries. Hillsborough
Room, MUB, 12:10 to 1:30 p.m.
Diversity Semester - Native American Cultu~·al Society Meeting. Senate Room, MUB, 7 to 9 p.m.
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Delivers Seven Days a Week!
Sun-Wed : 5-12pm
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday:
Contact Lenses For Less

868-1146
~ Late Valentine Special: Buy~

~

one of our fabulous Sundaes ~
• get the next one free. We
'I O also have yogurt! • •

:o

Fast. Convenient, Direct-to-You
savings of up to 50%. All Brands
and Prescriptions in stock, including Tints & Disp9sables.
Overnight shipments available.
Lenses 100% Guaranteed in factory-sealed vials.
Call for information and

FREE CATALOG.

800-726-7802.
Chuck Roy, candidate for student trustee. (Birger Dahl photo)
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Two dermatologists sitting on a hot tin roof. One says,
"Pass the salad tongs." The other says ...
~

Ric Hayes
Senior
Business Admin.

Chris Bailey
Junior
History
'.'You know damn well we don't
have any salad tongs- and stop
sawing the couch!"

"Wake me up before you go-go."

"No one expects the Spanish
Inquisition!"

Stephanie Nix
Junior
International Affairs

Stacy Sommerschuh
Senior
Sociology

Lynne Verville
Senior
Family Studies

"Oh goody, you can see Willie
Nelson from here."

"Pull my finger."

"Sorry Meat toes, I left them at
Mardi Gras with a llama named
Leopold."

Tracy Brine
Senior
Communications

Luke Atchoo
Sophomore

David Jagger
Senior
Political Science

LMT

"I'll give them to you, but they can't
be used for evil purposes."

'Tm not only the Hair Club
president, but I'm also a client."

PAGE7
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ACADEMIC
·scHOLARSHIPS: Several scholarships will be awarded to qualified graduate and undergraduate
students in Life Sciences and Agriculture including TSAS for the 1991-92 Academic Year. Application
materials available in Life Sciences & Agriculture, Departmental Offices and Dean's Office, 201 Taylor
Hall. Deadline: March 8, 1991.
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Murkland Courtyard undergoing last spring and summer's
construction. (Ed Sawyer photo)
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Small projects
falter as Digger
ones succeed
By Birger Dahl·
News Editor

This summer, despite being
able to renovate SI)lith Hall and
build a new apartment complex,
the University of New Hampshire
may not be able to cut its grass.
State budget cuts expected
this spring will make it difficult to
carryout simple maintenance and
repairs around campus. But major projects, such as the construction of the new apartment complex behind A-lot and the renovation of Smith Hall, will allow the
University to make more expensive improvements to the beauty
of the campus.
Large projects on campus are
funded either with separate state
funds or with private donations,
said Victor Azzi, UNH vice president of Campus Planning and
Real Property Management.
Private donations, such a_s the
one given for the construction of
the Murkland courtyard or a more
recent one given to improve the
College Brook area, are given
specifical,ly for a cause and the
money cannot be used in any other
way.
At the same time, the bpdget
for landscaping and other common maintenance projects is being
cut along with the University
budget, said Azzi. Things have
gotten so bad, according to Ron
Lavoie, manager of Grounds and
Roads, that last sumrrier whole
sections of lawn were left uncut.
Lavoie said that all student-work
jobs were eliminated and ·some
full-time workers were laid off.
Administrators are worried
that if the campus is not properly
maintained it will affect the overall quality of the University. If the
cam pus looks unkept, "it affects
people's views of the campus,"

said Azzi. "They'll think to themselves, 'Nobodycares."'Thatcould
be especially bad for the University if it affects enrollment.
Azzi said that the University
is doing everything it can to beautify the campus in order to make
the campus attractive to prospective students and to people already
on campus. "For existing and prospective students, you want the
place to be well kept," said Azzi.
Lavoie said he has not seen
any improvements to the Grounds
and Roads budget since money
started being cut last spring, or at
least "not yet."
It is difficult getting money
for the renovations and repairs (R
and R) budget, said Azzi, and was
not too enthusiastic about getting
more money from the state. "They
usually give us something for that,"
said Azzi.
The Rand R budget was given
a million dollars total in the last
two years, said Azzi, although he
added that the budget is not set
and changes from year to year.
Lavoie said that the Grounds
and Roads budget, which is separate from the Rand R budget, is so
low that it is making it difficult to
carry out simply tasks, such as
plowing or sanding the roads.
According to Lavoie, it would
cost $50 million to carry out all the
repairs necessary to bring the
campus up to standard. "That figure keeps on growing," said Lavoie. This includes such things as
painting and repairing sidewalks.
Lavoie said that it is Azzi and the
Campus Planning office that decide "which roof gets fixed or
which walkway we repair."
UNH junior Jeff Condon said
he has seen UNH "doing a lot of
please see BEAUTY, page 9
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HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health Education and held in Health Services:
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Medical Library #222, noon-1 p.m.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open only to those who have a desire to stop drinking. MondayFriday, Conference Room #201A, noon-1 p.m.
HIVTESTING&COUNSELING:Anonymousandconfidential;availableatOfficeofHealthEducation
and Promotion; Mon. 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.; :rues. 9-11:45 a.m.; and Thurs. 1-4 p.m. Call 862-3823 for an
appointment.

t;l!!,f~f~11!iiiiilt!;f~~ii~ii!~ilil~l~~~lti1m11~&iii~
To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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Blo od dri ve dra ws a big
cro wd as a res ult of war

lllllllllliilll■lllliiliililllliill~

The Student Senate is embarking on a major
pro-educat ion campaign in response to Governor
Gregg's proposed two-year (biennium) budget, released on Wednesday 2/13/91.
The Governor's proposed budget called for a
5% decrease from the current budget for the University
System of New Hampshire. The budget proposed by
the University System Board of Trustee's called for a
24% increase over the next two years of the Biennium.
We, as students at the University of New
Hampshire, need to become actively involved in the
budget process. To prevent elimination of academic
majors, student services, and some of our faculty along
with substantial tuition hikes, we must show our representatives and senators in Concord the consequences
that would result from these proposed cuts.
The crucial role you must play is to become
involved at every level. The Student Senate is working
on many different projects this semester that deal with
this issue. Any ideas that you have are greatly needed
and appreciated. Things currently under way are the
planning of a pro-education rally in Concord when the
budget is between the House and the Senate. One of the
most important components will be an aggressive letter writing campaign. We need you, your parents, and
any alumni you know, to write to elected representatives. Also, feel free to call them and tell them your
concerns.
This budget will determine the fate of the University for the next two years and many years to come.
Our pro-active involvement can only prove to be beneficial, if we ignore this the University will be crippled.
Watch out for dates for rallies and addresses fo:-representatives. If you have any questions or ideas,
please call 862-1494 or stop by' the Student Senate
office, room 130 MUB.
Thank you,
Brian McCabe , SBP
Ann-Marie Elek, SBVP

GET A
1

CHICKEN SANDWICH

By Carol Grosky
News Reporter
Hundreds of students
turned out this week for the Durham
Red Cross sponsored Blood Drive,
which ran Tuesday through Friday in
the Granite State room of the Memorial Union Building (MUB).
The drive, which was organized by the Greek System, commuters, faculty and staff was supposed to run Monday through Friday, but was postponed on Monday
due to an outpouring of donations
since the war.
Although the drive was
dedicated to the men and the women
in the gulf, the blood collected at the
drive will be used to service New
Hampshire and Vermont, and then
elsewhere as needed.
The Granite State room was
decorated during the drive with valentines and yellow ribbons in honor
of troops stationed in the Middle East.
Many of the drive volunteers also
wore yellow ribbons.
''The theme of the war is to
support our troops with love," said
Mary Erickson, a regular volunteer
for all of the area blood drives.
11
Actually, it is because of
the war [that I'm donating], because I
always said that if they had a blood
drive now I would do it," said resident John Parraro.
Jarry Stearns, Durham Red
Cross Blood Chairwoman , said that
her chapter was one of the best in the
country. According to Stearns, the
Durham Red Cross chapter has never
been criticized by the American National Red Cross during its annual
inspection.
The Federal Drug Administration (FDA) also does a biannual
inspection through the American
Association ofBlood Banks. It inspects
everything including the confidential stations (where they test perspective donors), thewaythenu rsesdraw
blood, the paperwork and the files.

A volunteer who gave blood at the drive (Terri Danisevich photo) '
lations governing the eligibility of gain the nutrients they lost.
potential donors and a rig~d
"Giving blood is enascreening test that people must bling one more life to live," said
pass before giving blood. The test UNHsophom oreKevinRee d. "It's
includes a questionnair e. The obviously a good cause. A few
questions range from "How are minutes of my time is well worth
you feeling today?" to fairly ex- it."
"If we can't give, at least
plicit questions about personal
practices, which might endanger we can help out and do something
(volunteer)," said UNHJuniorT eri
the recipient.
Donors must also pass a Tepler, a Delta Zeta sorority sismini-physica l (blood pressure, ter.
"UNH has always been
The Red Cross has strict regu- temperature) , and iron-deficiency
test. If the donor fails any part of one of our best supporters,"· said
these tests they are turned away. Stearns. "Look at the line here. It
Once a donor is accepted, he or just makes me feel good. The kids
she is allowed to give one pint of have just been great. They should
blood. After giving blood, the be very proud, and everybody in
donor is told to sit for fifteen the area should be proud of them."
minutes and eat, in order to re-

CoMBO
FOR ABOUT A
BIICK,

PRIORITY LIST NOW
BEING ESTABLISHED for
SCHOOL YEAR 91-92

RED TOWER APTS, RUTH PARKER HOUSE,
ALL RENTALS IN DURHAM

Bu1
c1,

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals 1-207-363-4639
CALL UP TO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION

BUICK,

r$1.630
FF ANY cH1cKeNsANow1cH-coM eo~-- 7
I
(Chicken Sandwich, Medium Fries & Medium Drink.)
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Expiires 3,/31/9'1. Good only at Durbam, NH Burger King.
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We make Custom made Swimwear & Accessories

FOR SPRING BREAK
•••Goin Style for Fun in the Sun•••
You pick your style and fabric--we make the suit in 1O days!
Also ready modes.

White Birch Plaza, Rt. 1 Portsmouth, NH 03801
427-0047
Checks & credit cards welcom
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John Malley, 19, of Westbrook, Maine was arrested last
Wednesday and charged with receiving tapes, which were allegedly stolen from WUNH last semester. The arrest was the result of
an on going investigation, according to police.

Ian J. Raum, 22, of 16 C Portland Street, Dover, was
arrested on Straffo!d Avenue, last Friday and charged with illegal
possession of marijuana.
David Robinson, 22, of 11 Leonard Avenue, Newtonville,
MA, was arrested in Durham on Friday night and charged with
second degree assault.

~~g~<?Nfrtt,
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David B. Arute, 22, of 149 Portland Avenue, Dover, Aram
Kaltookian, 21, of North West Road, Canterbury, and Jason W.
Breary, 21, of 5 Dennison Road, Durham, were all arrested last
Saturday night and charged with violating the open container ordinance.
Jill D. Greim, 20, of 12 Jenkins Court, Durham, was
arrested at the UACs last Saturday and charged with unlawful
possession of alcohol.
Adam M. Engel, 18, of Alexander Hall, was arrested last
Sunday and charged with criminal mischief.

Compiled by Ben Zipkin, Staff Reporter

WINTER, from
page3
hopes that this year's Winter Carnival will increase student
involvement and school pride.
"It's time we stop thinking about
the great carnivals at Dartmouth
and UVM(UniversityofVermont)
and start thinking about UNH.
We can make things happen."
Although the participation in Winter Carnival has died
out in the past five years, CAB' s
involvement with it has started to
improve. According to Sullivan,
part of the reason for the lack of
participation was due to a lack in
organization. "Last year was the
first year that CAB was involved
and it really did make a difference."
As an effort to get students aware and motivated for the
carnival, the 11 members of CAB
spent many hours placing thousands of flyers on cars in all of the
recent athletic events. Some people
may even catch a glimpse of the
UNH Wildcat mascot driving
around and attending most of the
events.
Accordin to Sullivan,

the administration has been ticipated in its annual torch run from
very supportive of the plans Cannon Mountain to Thompson
for the carnival. The admini- Hall. According to the president of
stration approved the use of AGR Phil Boutin, 18 of the brothers
Thompson Hall lawn for the took part in the 106 mile run. The
events taking place of Satur- distance was a bit shorter than last
day, despite the fear that the year since they did not stop to see
activities could damage the Governor Judd Gregg in Concord.
lawn.
After completing the run, Boutin
Funding for the said, ''The run was great, but tough."
events is proyided from the
This year has added a new
Student Activities fund. The sledding event, including a best
money from Student Activities homemade Sled contest. There will
will be going towards all the betotalof$50awardedforprizesfor
prizesforparticularevents,free this contest. Other prizes will vary
hot chocolate and cookies, the with each event.
snow if its needed to be delivThe events are scheduled
ered and other events such as to begin at 12 p.m.
the Valentine's Day breakfast ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - in bed.
"Response for the
TRUSTEE, from
Valentine's Day breakfast was
great. We set a limit at 100 and page 5
we filled it," said Witte. The
the trustees about the new stubreakfast consisted of having dent apartment complex. He has also
juice and doughnuts delivered worked with the chancellor of Health
to a friend anywhere on cam- and Human Services and has testified
pus.
to the state legislature.
On Wednesday, AlKeniston also took an active
pha Gamma Rho (AGR) par- role in writing the Affirmative Action

Plan. He said he has worked
toward empowering students and
has taken an active role in opposing last year's mid-semester tuition increase.
Keniston said his past
experiences would be a great benefit to a trustee. "If I see someone
that can do the job better than
myself, I will withdraw my application and support that other
person," said Keniston.
Chuck Roy is chair of the
Judicial Affairs Council of the
Student Senate. Roy thinks he is
the most qualified for the position
because he is a member of the
executive board of the Student
Senate.
Roy said the campus
needs to increase the minority
population at UNH and make the
legislature more aware of the lack
of diversity. He also disagrees with
using the Scholastic Aptitude Test
as a qualification for admission
because he said that the test is
biased toward "minorities and
urban cultures." Two other concerns of Roy are the problems of

students not getting into needed
classes and the faculty's recent
decision to unionize.
Dennis O'Connell, a
UNH graduate student, was
UNH' s last student trustee. He
was elected in the1988-1989 academic year. O'Connell said that a
trustee mu~t have "A sincere
commitment to the students and
not just want the title." O'Connell
also commented on how fortunate UNH students are to have a
student representative on the
Board of Trustees because not all
college systems have a student
representative. "It gives students
a great chance to voice their opinions," said O'Connell.
John Denning, a UNH
freshman and a student senator,
said, "Both candidates are qualified and show exemplary leadership qualities and serve their
constituents well."
Denning added, "Any
candidate can say he knows what
is best for the people, but I think
that is a question every candidate
should ask themselves- Do you
know what is best for the people?"

U.S.
GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS
CAMPING EQUIPMENT ...-Fo---1
COLD WEATHER CLOTHING

CAMOUFLAGE

OPEN

SNOW CAMO

FLYEAS COVERALL
FEILD JACKETS

Thurs, Fri, Sat, Sun 12-5
or call (603)942-5378
Rte. 4, Northwood Ridge, NH
10 miles West of the Lee Rotary

.
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sexism in society/' said Fisher.
.·
•at UNflitself, but has felt the ·
__ e_
''This community is not im- put ()n by _the .• members of th
MusicDepartmentlastyearwhich
indignity of being followed through .mune to those reappearances."
a store as though she was a shopOne student, who . was attenqeg by such luminaries,
lifter.
wished to remain anonymous, as Milt Hinton and Louis Bellson}
'Tam a person of honor," •· related a·storyof a . professor who He speaks_of the ~'deep j<)y' and:'.
-she .said. "I am a person to be fo1:1nd it necessary~9 mention, that · · ·love.t hat this occasion prod4ced;t
. trusted." ·
• , > :. • g.9pps..~aid that, <i~spit~
. the student was one •ofthe first_
Part of.that honor comes . blacks in that class in nearly:15•. an adjustment period, her_experH
enceat tl:leUniversity has not been,,.
fromher own family's history, she years.
said. Most of her relatives are well~
"What that had to · do bad. She saids he looks back fondly
on a dive,rsity speak out, .:w here a
white .gfrl stood and made an
irnpa,ssioned speech that ~~owed
her deep convi~tion on.the:Jssu~~
<~Ifs _en~o_uragillg to s~
people ~11~ ~~re,'' <s~icf:_ .Ejppp~{
''The onlythingfhat bothers rri~is
thelackof diversityaltog¢her/\:
.
-Buford expres~eci hope
for c1 diverse UNH at son1:e poilltin thefuture,_butcautioned that.it
will.take time.
, ::- ·:•<. ::!.' The.institution

What's New at the Bagelry?
Cookies, Cookies, Cookies!
Like everything The Bagelry makes & serves, our cookies
are made with only the finest ingredients and baked fresh
every day. No wonder they taste so good!
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costs of their education, and by Effectiveness" dated July 9, 1990.
New Hampshire is
exercising control over expendiwill be cuts in classes, programs, tures, we are holding life and limb ranked last (fiftieth out of fifty
research, community outreach, together with Band Aids," said states) in state appropriatic_m s per
faculty and staff because USNH is Van Ummersen.
capita for higher education from
already relatively monetarily lean,
Arcording to Van Um- 1979 to 1989 although it is ranked
especially in non-academic areas. mersen, the operation costs at eighth highest out of fifty states in
Morton said that the UNH are on average $2,000 less per capita personal income.
r.eeds and the wants have been per student than at any other
Resident tuition and fees
separated and the funds USNH public university in New England, at UNH were approximately 1.75
has requested are for the needs.
and N.H. state colleges compare times the average for public land
"We are just like all the similarly with other New England grant institutions.
"The state has the best
other parts of New Hampshire, state colleges.
we do better with less," said
Terry Morton, a member mental health system in the naMorton.
of the USNH Board of Trustees, . tion. The state has chosen to make
According to Dr. Claire said that although he voted in that a priority. Why can't the
Van Ummersen, Chancellor of the favor of raising tuition mid-semes- UniversitySystemofN ew HampUSNH, this year the University ter last year as a result of the 7.5 shire be a priority?" said Morton.
According to Van UmSystem has an all-time record of percent rescission in state funds,
enrollment of more than 28,000 he will not support any further mersen, due to the hiring freeze
students,including20,000in-state tuition increases.
which has been in effect for the
students.
"We are really putting past two years, there are 253 va"By asking our people to the squeeze on New Hampshire cant positions in the University
be more productive, by requiring students and their families by System divided equally among
that our employees assume an in- having such high tuition levels," faculty, professional staff, and
creased share of their medical said Morton.
operating staff.
benefits, by insisting that our stuArthur J. Singer, general
folthe
quoted
Morton
dents pay a larger share of the lowing facts from the "Report of manager of New Hampshire
the Trustee Committee on Cost Public Television (NHPTV) said

FUNDING,
from page 1
program, and for me it isn't even a reality that it can't exist," Mack said.
Outings are also a part of Fireside, said McPhee. They are designed for
everyone in the UNH community and
allow the students to learn, offering more
than just a personal experience for the
participants, she said.
At the beginning of each trip,
the group discusses its expectations.
"They realize that everything
isn't going to be wonderful all of the time
and they realize how to deal with it,"
McPhee said.
There have been trips in which
Fireside members have gone to work at
soup kitchens in Boston and trips that
have dealt with life in general, said
McPhee.
Last fall, Julie Oemons, a Fireside staff member, led a trip called "Walk
of Life." During this trip, the group went
through the phases of life. They began
by visiting the maternity ward of a hospital where they looked at newborn
babies. From the hospital, the group went
to a playground to chat with younger
children. The next phase of life took the
group to the Maine Mall where they
talked to teenagers.
A coffee shop provided the
setting for the next stage of life: adulthood. The next phase brought the group
to a senior citizens home, while the end
of the trip brought the group to a graveyard. There, each member of the group
sat alone and reflected on the different
phases of life.
This gave the members the
opportunity to discover how UNH can
help them make the most out of their
lives, said McPhee.
Fireside can also challenge the
prescribed norms.
One trip, "The Flip Side," had
men do all of the stereotypical women
jobs and the women did all the stereotypical men jobs. Participants also did
night activities during the morning and
morning activities during the evening.
For example, the canoe trip and the ropes
course were done at night. Questions
such as, "Why is cereal for breakfast?"
were raised.
To Oemons, Fireside offers a
very powerful learning environment.
''The ways we choose to learn
are so different than the conventional
classroom," Clemons said. "We want to
teach people to be experimental learners."

that Channel ll's basic information service is now in jeopardy. In
the past two years, NHPTV has
sustained over half a million dollars in revenue shortfalls from the
private sector and state cutbacks.
"Wehavedoubled upon
staff and only through committed
managers often working seven
days a week have we raised as
much (money) as we have," said
Singer. Over 70 percent of the
NHPTV budget is raised from
sources other than the State of New
.
Hampshire.
According to Singer,
because of the long hours and hard
work, key people have found saner
environments to work in and have
left, and their positions have remained open.
Singer said that if the
budget goes through at the
governor's recommended level,
shows such as Granite State Chal:
lenge, New Hampshire Crossroads, and New Hampshire Journal will either cancelled or reduced.

"We have no way to deal
with proposed cuts other than to
cut programs," said Singer.

FIRESIDE,
from page 1
is what we have to prove to the
administration," said Fireside
staff member Sara Woodward.
"We have to make sure
not to make enemies with the administration. That's not what this
is all about," added Woodward.
McPhee said although
the decision to cancel the program came last spring, the Fireside staff was not informed of the
decision until this January. The
program was given relatively no
time to assess its options and present a rebuttal, according to
McPhee.
Eggers denied the allegations, stating that the notification was indeed sent much earlier
than the January date given by
McPhee.
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.INTER NSHIP S
IN WASHING TON, D.C.
FROM
For more info:
Contact Tim Stotz or
Scott Taggart
McConnell Hall Room 120
(advising office) 862-3309
Now accepting applications
for summer & fall terms 1991

ZOOLOGY
INTERNSHIPS
FOR ALL MAJORS
IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
Full time work experience. All
majors, all career areas. Access
to the nation's leaders in all fields.
Earn academic credit.
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Union Building's Strafford room. The show
was presented by MUSO. Holdt classified
the event as a "multi-media show of a Danish
vagabond's personal journey through the
American underclass." But the journey was
much more than that; it was a journey that
took him over five years and 118,000 miles. It
was a journey where he had been held up at
gun point, mugged, threatened and by the
time he returned to Denmark, 12 of his American friends who he had made on his journey
had been murdered.
Those who entered the Strafford
room were told by Holdt that "this 'show' is
oppression, not entertainment. You will all be
oppressed." He continued, ''You will all go
through an incessant and seemingly endless
bombardment of statements of the type blacks
have always tried to express to us, but your
defenses will have no outlet." This, along with
the length of the show, would enact this process.
Holdt began the presentation by
showing pictures of the slaves who were stolen from Africa. He said much of the racism
expressed in this country stemmed from the
demeaning and inhumane ways the blacks
were treated. They grew up listening to the
cruel words of the whites and these words
became embedded deep inside their minds,
he said.
Other pictures showed the deteriorating shacks that many blacks live in in the
South. Many of the shacks are owned by plantation owners and those who live inside work
on the land practically as slaves, making as
little as $4 a week. Holdt spent some time
working on a cotton plantation, making those
low wages, until he couldn't stand the conditions or the labor anymore.
Holdt often found himself so short of
cash that he sold his blood plasma in order to
buy film for his camera. Many of the people
that took him in did not have enough money

to feed themselves or their children. Holdt's
pictures capture those children dying of starvation and malnutrition.
Holdt also showed pictures revealing
children with grotesquely deformed faces-children who had been beaten by white plantation
owners. Some of the pictures were of children
sitting desolately in barren shacks, which lacked
water and electricity.
Many of the pictures depicted death
and the suffering incurred by those touched by
it: a mother sobbing over her dead son's casket,
another mother who refused to wipe the blood
stains off of her floor because the blood was all
she had left of her son were just a few of the
scenes frozen by Holdt's camera.
Other pictures showed the lynching of
countless black men. In fact, Holdt was able to
attend a Klu Klux Klan private meeting, and he
photographed and tape recorded much of what
happened. The voices that came over the speakers were ones of anger, resentment and extreme
prejudice.
He even travelled to cities such as San
Francisco and Harlem, NY, where he witnessed
drug addicts, beatings, and murders. He talked
about the ghettos he stayed in which a screen
was placed between the bedroom and the
kitchen to keep the rats from biting sleeping
faces. He said many children died from rat bites
several times.
His pictures were not only limited to
the underclass, however. He also stayed with
the Rockefeller's and other wealthy families
during his journey. Holdt contrasted two different pictures during his presentation; luxurious surroundings were often played against
the ghettos or shacks of the poor. He also compared abundant food commercials with pictures of people starving. He even talked with a
woman who admitted to eating dirt because
please see AMERICAN, page 12

Can you fill this man's shoes?
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Apple Student Rep, and UNH Senior,
Jason Scott, will be graduating this May.
If you would like to try to fill his shoes,
stop by the University Technology Center
for more details.

-

Apple Student Representative, Jason Scott.

Apple Computer knows that not everyone who needs support for their Macintosh
computer necessarily needs it during the typical 9-to-5 time frame.
Take the University of New Hampshire's student newspaper, The New Hampshire,
for example. Monday and Thursday nights, the staff at The New Hampshire use eight
Macintosh computers to create the next day's 32-page newspaper. These two
"prcx.iuction nights" typically begin at 1 p.m. and end sometime after 2 a.m. Hardly good
times to have computer problems.
But, one of the reasons that The New Hampshire purchased Macintosh
computers-and a reason they're no doubt thankful now-is because of the support
they were promised by their UNH Apple Student Representative, Jason Scott.
The New Hampshire knows that any time, day or night, they can call Jason with
questions (hopefully about their Macintosh computers) and Jason will do his best to

provide them with simple-to-understand solutions.
While Apple Student Reps can't provide 24-hour support to everyone that
purchases a Macintosh computer, the service provided to The New Hampshire
demonstrates the commitment that Apple Computer makes to ensure that using
Macintosh computers puts your mind at ease, so that you can put your mind to work.
Whether you're a student, a faculty member, or the president of UNH, and
whether you want to know which Macintosh is best for you, what software you need, or
what to do when error messages appear, Apple Student Reps are on campus ready to
assist you.
Apple Student Representatives. Just one more way that Apple gives you "the
power to be your best.
11

/~

\Iii\,

UNIVERSIT Y
~ Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14A
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
(603) 862-1328 • N. H . (800) 245- 7773
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AMERICAN, from page
11
she was so hungry.
American Pictures was "very powerful, incrediWhen he presented pictures he bly moving. I learned a lot about myself. It
had taken of naked black women, he said, moves you to do something."
Andrew, a UNH junior, remembered
"Since black beauty is held in such low-esteem these scenes might serve an impor- seeing American Pictures when he was 12 years
tant purpose." Holdt said the purpose of old and he discussed how powerful it was then.
his pictures is to illustrate that black people · He said now it is "very good emotionally."
Many students have voiced some of
are beautiful, but are often not recognized.
He said he comes from a society where the same opinions, and those opinions are what
has made American Pictures so successful. So
violence is censored out, not nudity.
He ended the show by present- far, Holdt has travelled to Harvard 12 times,
ing a chart listing emotions that some Berkeley 17 times and Cornell 10 times, just to
people may have been feeling. These emo- name a few. All in all, he has brought his show
tions were meant to paralyze the audience to well over 200 schools, and the demand is inand make them feel helpless-a form of re- creasing. For some schools, such as Dartmouth,
the show is required for freshman orientation.
verse oppression.
He said he hopes that by seeing AmeriMany people left the Strafford
Room feeling a sense of guilt. Kristen, a can Pictures many people, especially whites,
UNH senior, felt that the presentation was will be able to identify more with the feelings
designed "to make you think more than that black people have experienced since the
anything. Often I found myself almost in days of the slave trade.
He summarized his presentation by
tears. By the end I was mad at myself, the
community, the world, and the govern- saying, "There is a lot of anger behind the actions of blacks and whites. All you need is a
ment. I was emotionally spent."
UNH junior Alex Porter, said that strong faith in the best of man."

Hey!
We Need
. STUDENTS.

SKI

Open Line

FUNoEDsv

lP lF ®

Open line is an
anonymous and
confidential phone line
service offered to; promote
a positive awareness, give
support, supply
information, and in general
help all people concerned
and/ or connected with
gay, lesbian,
bisexual
.
issues.
•:-:::::;:::::: ::::•:::::;::::··::::::::::::.:.:....
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SHOW YOUR COillGE 1-D AT GUNSTOCK :\:-..:Y
• MID-WEEK DAY. EXCEPT DURl:\'G Cl IRISTMAS
. HOLIDAY WEEK OR PRESIDE:--;TS DAY 12 · I~ •!I I
AND SKI FOR HALF PRICE 01': Fl'LL A:\'D HALIDAY TICKETS! BRING A FRIEND SKIING GET 2
TICKETS FOR THE REGULAR PRICE Of ONE! :\
GREAT DEAL THAT COMES \XHH :\ ~10:\EY
BACK GUARANTEE!

FOR

HALF

PRICE'
•

Rte. IIA, Gilford, NH
Ski CQnditions: 1-900-446-2846
lodging: 1-800-531-2347

• • • • • •
,Goto
MUS0 s

•
•

1

Dark Habits
OR ELSE ...

SUNDAY,FEBRUARY17
STRAFFORD RM., MUB
7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
$1 Students

·- - - -

$2 Non-students

----

•
•
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PEACE, from page 4

I'll let them."
Among Pratt's fears is the idea that
his
work
will
be overshadowed by his associaDevelop Leadership SkilJs_
tion with the United States' current stand on
issues such as the war in the Gulf.
Help Transfer Students Adjust to UNH...
"I'm afraid people will look at that
and treat me differently because I'm an American," he said, "even though I don't agree with
Have a Great Time...
what is going on."
Healy pointed out that in order to
receive the help of Peace Corps volunteers, a
~d Earn Money for Doing All of the Above!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c o u n t r y has to request it.
"If a country doesn't want you, the
Peace Corps will not send you there. It takes
very good care of its volunteers," Healy said.
"It's true that in some places Americans are
not as warmly received, but once they get to
know you, it's OK. There will always be
someone who wants to get to know you."
According to DuBois, this kind of
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - development of understanding between a vol~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - unteer and the people in the host country enhances his daily life in New Jersey today.
"I wouldn't say it is a huge factor in
getting a job or anything, but it is only going to
help. I go to African restaurants now and do a
lot that I never considered doing before," he

Become a Transfer
Orientation Leader
Free room and board for
the week of June 2-7 and
a $200 stipend

said. "Sometimes I'll talk to gas attendants
around here that I know speak Swahili. It
opens you up to another side of America."
Healy, who majored in business administration at UNH, has changed her goals as
a result of her experience and is now studying
to be a school teacher.
"It broadens your horizons and possibilities," she said. "Things I had never considered before have become options. I think
Peace Corps volunteers generally do well
because they can deal with a lot in order to get
things accomplished."
Betsy Christie was joking when she
said she thought that there may be a Peace
Corps volunteer in the White House someday.
Or was she?
''The Peace Corps is now 30-yearsold and we are happy about that. A neat way to
look at it is that we grew up. In the 1960s, we
were like a little kid, we went through our
turbulent teenage years in the 1970s and 1980s
and now in the 1990s, we are better organized,
smarter, wiser," she said. "More people should
know that it might be an option."

SNOW, from page 3

Applications are available at the
Commuter/Transfer Center in the
Memorial Union Building
Application Deadline:
Tuesday, February 26, 1991

into just a regular volleyball game.
According to Sullivan, people seem
to be enthusiastic about Winter
Carnival even with the lack of snow. Freshman Camp members are planning to build a
snow sculpture and are very enthusiastic
about it, said Freshman Camp sculpture coordinator Jay Krupp.

. Krupp said he is still hoping to get
trucks together, drive up north until he sees
snow and then bring it back.
"It doesn't matter if there is snow,
it's not winning or losing the contest it's
getting everybody together, having fun and
building something," Krupp said.
The snow sculpture contest and the
snow volleyball game are scheduled to take
place on Saturday.

•
•
•

•••

NEXT FRIDAY!!
Time's running out for cheap student tickets!

$1 O students

$15 general public

All students must be accompanied by a valid UNH ID at the door - NO EXCEPTION

This very HOT concert is being presented by SCOPE
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SELF, from page 3
Human Services Council, which sponsored
the bill.
"lberewasn'ta lot of time between
the original idea and the choosing of the
dorm. The last I knew, Alexander was the
proposed dorm, and within two weeks they
passed it (the bill) as Engelhardt," said Burch.
Ted Grimbilas, a second year
speaker of the senate, said, "From previous
experiences in Senate, it is· understandable
that he would miss a meeting, but he should
have known his dorm may be under consideration."
According to the senate minutes
Alexander was being considered for the
SELF dorm, but was eliminated because the
building included triple and quad rooms,
which the council didn't feel was beneficial
for the SELF project.
According to Student Senator
Marie Garland, who was a member of the
Residential Programs and Housing Council, the opposition received from Engelhardt
was minimal com pared to that received from
Alexander Hall when it was being considered as the sight.
_ "Kim (Varney) had a lot of people
calling her every night complaining. It was
at that point we realized there was too much
opposition to put it in Alexander," said Garland.
"When we were considering Alexander the whole dorm spazzed out and
marched over here (student senate office),"
said Varney.
"Everyone knew the proposal
would be up, it was something that had
been talked about a lot. We just had to
decide what dorm it would be in," said
Grimbilas.
Burch said he thinks a letter was
sent to the Engelhardt dorm president, Pam
Thayer, but that it never circulated.
Susan Rosa, who was chairperson
of Residential Programs and Housing at the

time, said she called the Engelhardt's Hall Director, Beth Perry, the Wednesday before the
Senate meeting and notified her of the projected change. She also invited Perry to attend
the meeting on Sunday if she had any questions.
According to Tipping, no one was
notified of the changes until about 10 minutes
before the senate meeting, which designated
Engelhardt as the new site.
Tipping said Perry walked around
the dorm looking for students to attend the
senate meeting with her in order to oppose the
changes. Most students weren't around because it was close to 6 p.m. on a Sunday, and
people weren't back from the weekend or
were still at dinner, he said.
According to Tipping, he attended
the meeting with dormmate Geoffrey Wingard and Perry. Burch also attended the
meeting, and said he was the only one who
debated against the changes.
According to the senate minutes,
Engelhardt's senator, Burch, did speak out at
one point stating that "the residents of Engelhardt don't want this." Although the minutes
are somewhat unclear, the statement seems to
have been made regarding the change of
Engelhardt to a chemical-free dorm.
Tipping said he and his dormmate
wanted to speak out at the meeting, but it was
obvious that the Senate had already decided
that Engelhardt would be the new sight for the
SELF dorm.
"We were allowed to speak, but anything we said didn't make a difference. They"
had already made their minds up," said Tipping.
"It wasn't even worth going. Our
comments made no difference," he added.
According to the Senate minutes
there is no record of Tipping, Wingard or
Perry speaking out at the meeting.

Safe Rides says ...
·····························································································································································
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Don't drive intoxicated or ride with a driver
who is.
Call us at 862-1414.
SeIVing Durham, Dover, Madbury, Lee,
Newmarket, Newington, and Portsmouth.
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
10:00 pm - 2:00 am.

To volunteer call 862-1414, 9-5 weekdays.

SafeRi des
862-14 14

please see SELF, page 23

Become a

a STUDENT TRUSTEE
✓

Represent UNH, Plymouth State College, and Keene State
College on the University System's Board of Trustees.

✓ A vote for students.

Petitions are now available in the Student Senate Office, Room 130 MUB.
Return to Jim Batty by Tuesday February 191 1991. Questions? Call the Student Senate 862-1494.
I

Remember: Student Trustee Elections are Tuesday, March 5, 1991.

I
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Does this look like your
relationship lately?

WILDCATESSEN -

Our pizza is made with the
freshest ingredients
possible ... hand rolled dough,
our own marinara sauce, just
the right amount of cheese and
a healthy amount .of toppings.

or

Call TAPELINE 862-3554
Coping with a broken relationship ... #83
Dating Skills ... # 18
Infatuation or love? ... #70
Considerations in looking for a mate ... #71
Types of Intimacy ... #3
Physical Intimacy ... #4

Hours: Sunday 5:00 - Midnight
Mon. -Thurs. 9:00am-Midnight
Friday 9:00am - 2:00pm

Jackson Katz
"Football, Feminism, and
Other Contemporary
Contradictions"
Presented by Jackson Katz, Founder of
REAL MEN, a Boston-Based Men's Group
Against Violence Against Women

Granite State Room, MUB
Tuesday, February 19, 1991
7:30 PM
Admission is free and open to all members of
the UNH Community
Reception to follow in the
Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB

A chance to meet and speak with
Jackson Katz
t,t1:1 nnd his Symbob Carl G.Jung

Sponsored by the Women's Issues
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MISSILE. ENVY
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With support from: Health Education, Women's Studies Program,
and Family Violence Research Lab
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You Made It
Yesterday dawned Black Thursday for the
dense population oflonley-hear~s on the UNH campus. Snow and sleet pelted against gray windows,
and thousands woke up with a sick cynical feeling
in the pit of their stomachs that forewarned them:
today, and all day today, lots of smoochie-flowergiving-candy-lovey-dovey stupidity was going to
happen.
Once a year, those without a significant
other are punished by a tradition that makes lepers
out of the unlucky who haven't managed to find a
lover by February 13th. Once a year, conversation
hearts become evil and the phrase "it was love at
first sight" sends shivers of disgust down the spines
of singles everywhere.
Some drink heavily. Some smoke. Many
feel nauseous.
Read on. You probably thought you had the
worst Valentine's Day on record. You thought you
were unloved. You thought you were an emotional
loser. Even your Grandmother stiffed you. Others
join you in your plight.
Linda's Story: 'My worst Valentines's Day
1

was in 1982. I was in sixth grade, and I woke up all
excited, because there was this guy in my homeroom that I really liked and I had gotten him this
really cool Valentine and everything. I put on my
favorite red sweater, even red socks, and my sneakers with the little red hearts on the shoelaces. I
looked at the Valentine all the way to school while I
was on the bus. It was really honest. It said 'Dear
Josh, I really like you. I hope I see you at the dance
next Friday.' I was sitting in homeroom, all ready to
give it to him, when I started feeling sick and threw
up all over my desk. I ended up putting the Valentine on his desk, and I saw it at the end of the year
stuck to some gum at the bottom of his locker."
Marie's Story: "My worst Valentine's Day
happened last year. I thought I'd be all romantic, so
I had one of those big heart cookies made for my
boyfriend, and I rented Casablanca so we could
snuggle up together by the TV. It turns out that the
big heart cookie said "I love you Kathleen" and the
VCR ate the movie after the first ten minutes."
Pete's Story: "I made the mistake of trying
to bake my girlfriend a cake for Valentine's Day. The

stration then?
Where are our priorities? Should the president of
UNH really get paid $42,000 more
than the governor of the state?

Sanborn
Should Go
To the Editor:
Dean J. Gregg Sanborn
is not following University of
New Hampshire policy directives, and should thus no longer
be employed at UNH. Here's the
evidence.
UNH has a policy calling for student input in decisions made by the administra- .
tion. Dean Sanborn's alcohol
policy went into effect with no
student input. The students
raised hell, and as a result, Dean
Sanborn agreed to follow the
UNH policy calling for student
input in the future.
The recent interactive
television de~ision was rammed
down the students' throats, who
were once again given no input
in the decision.
Dean Sanborn has lied
to the students and is not following the stated UNH policy allowing fpr student influence in
administr~tive decisions. he is
therefore not acting in the students' best interests in his capacity as Dean of Student Affairs.
Under these continuing conditions, Dean Sanborn's

removal from the administration
is not only warranted, it is called
for.
Wayne A. Scott

Down

The Drain

Jennifer Gradin
Amy Hanrahan
Elizabeth Kerr
Christina Teel

Respect Is
In Order

first cake fell on the floor when I took it out of the oven
without potholders. The second cake I got out of the
oven OK, and I even frosted it. The bad thing was
when I dropped it on top of a sewer when I slipped on
a piece of ice."
John's Story: "I had this idea that I was going
to take this girl I really liked out for a big romantic
evening. I made reservations at a nice restaurant, and
borrowed my friend's Fuego for the night. I didn't
know that one of the headlight's on the Fuego was
out, so we got pulled over on the way to the restaurant. I couldn't find the registration on the glove
compartment, so this cop gave me a ticket. When we
got to the restaurant, they didn't have a record of our
reservation, so we waited 40 minutes and ended up
sitting next to this table full of really drunk loud
people. We couldn't hear what the other was saying,
and I forgot my credit card, so my"date had to pay for
dinner. I try to pretend I don't see her in the dining
hall now."
They all survived. They are just like you.
And now you have the comfort that Valentine's Day
won't come back for another 364 days. So take heart.

would allow myself to grow and
learn from my decisions. There
are many communities on campus to become a part of, all of
which can be done as a first semester freshman. The University
is now saying that future first
semester freshman cannot join a
fraternity. It doesn't take a law
major to realize thal this is violat-·
ing the right to free association. I
mustasktheG.D.C.torecommend

Letters
continued on
pg. 18

LAURA A DEAME, Editor-in-Chief

KATELYN RANDALL
To the Editor:
BIRGER DAHL News Editor
As an incoming fresh- ROB HEENAN, Sports Editor
man in 1989, I made one ofthe SEAN CARROLL. Arts Editor
most important decisions in my STEVE KLETT. Forum Editor

Managing Editor
LINDA HYATT, News Editor
GLENN SABALEWSKI. Sports Editor
PHILIP FUJAWA Jr., Arts Editor
ED SAWYER. Photography Editor

MELISSA SHARPLES, Advertising Manager MELISSA INGLIS, Graphics Manager

To the Editor:
After reading the editorial in the February 8th, New
Hampshire, we as students of this
university are outraged! We wonder which the school values more,
politics or education? If college is
supposed to be an exchange of
knowledge between professors
and students, why are professors
being demoted to part-time positions while USNH takes a 40%
pay raise over the past four years?
We've worked hard to get here,
and now most of our tuition is
beings pent on administration, not
the people who are teaching us.
Classes have been cut, professors
have chosen to leave without re-

placements, and we are paying
more for a decreasing quality of
education. Do they not realize that
without quality teachers and enthusiastic students we have no
university? Who needs an admini-

life, to attend the University of EMILIA A. KELEMEN, Business Manager
MARIE GARLAND. Graphics Manager
New Hampshire. Making this Layout Editor
staff Reporters
Arts staff Reporters
J.W. Morss
decision was one which really Boris the Clown
April T. Jacobs
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Arts Reporters
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Grant
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Steve Clark
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Steven Moody
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. h h l
Tim Kelleher
Christine Danko
Winifred Walsh
senior in h1g SC 00 •
Environmental Page Editor
Sports Reporters
Theodore W. Decker
I find myself in a di- Marcus Holthoff
Gina DiGregirio
Allison Adamian
Matt O'Connor
Dan Bureau
Bob Durling
lemma now. I feel thatthereputa- News Briefs Editor
Heather Grant
Deanna Durnam
Rob Henderson
Scott Eaton
tion that I had based such an Todd Baker
Copy Editors
Todd Ewleth
Steve Lanker
important decision on has become Kim Armstrong
Katie McGowan
Catherine Fahy
Kristine Grange
Jen Merrifield
much less appealing that that of t::e~~1~:ieney
Michelle Page
Walter Gregg
two years ago. Making decisions Eileen Malloy
Douglas Poole
Gretchen Hagen
Kate Scaletti
Leona Koenig
Manager
a s a ad ult is something that I find Circulation
Suzanne Lee
Chris York
Gail Leach
very exciting and long deserved. Assistant Circulation Managers
Lynda Marshall
Cartoonists
Fred McCassey
John Hirtle
I made a decision three :i~~~~~ons
Sheila Mccrohan
Chris Petrillo
weeks after arriving at UNH. I Assistant Business Manager
Eileen McEleny
Tim Poisson
Shauna Sipes
Doug Moon
Rick Sawyer
wanted to join a fraternity, a deci- Advertising Associates
Colleen Murphy
Nate Underwood
Heather Osborne
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Michelle Purdum
Kristen Alvarez
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Ken Rivard
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Maryellen Gill
Sarah Robinson
but one that I feel involved ma- Susan Reed
J.J. Katz
Jason Scott
Gail Robertson
Michelle Page
Fiona Strater
ture thinking and exact decisive- Photographers
Mike Willerer
Don Taylor
ness. I could have tried out for the Steve Clark
Cristen Williams
Pete Welburn
Terri Danisevich
Tomson Weston
sports teams, the band, the de- Blaise T. Masse
Chris York
bate team, or even intramural Mike Pamham
Kathy
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s orts.lchosea ath that I thou ht.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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The Tragedy of Trashte
Part II
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Recall from our first episode how Trashte saved the community from drowning in its own
filth, only to be falsely accused of
fouling the atmosphere.
Trashte had come home
from college with a degree in Clean
Combustion and Energy Recovery. So long as citizens sent only
household waste, she promised to
sterilize it, convert it to nitrogen,
carbon dioxide, water vapor, and
an inert mineral ash. She proposed
to use the energy from combustion to heat the school. They were
warned, however, that it would
not be cheap.
Trashte made it clear that
she couldn't work miracles. She
could not make the ash evaporate
or turn into clean gases. Citizens
must accept the ash back. The smell
and the slime were impelling.
Homeowners were desperate and
alomost begged Trashte to set up
shop at the school.
It wasn't long before residents began complaining about
the inconvenience of dealing with
the ash. After warning them of the
cost, Trashte shouldered that burden too and arranged for the ash
to be buried in a secure landfill in
a neighboring town. It was expensive, however, and she had to pass
on the cost to her clients.
With the next garbage
invoice and its steep increse, ungrateful husbands and wives
fumed. But they remembered the
week without Trashte and confined their complaints to the neighborhood. We saw in the last episode how the children mounted
an attack of their own, accusing
Trashte of air pollution that was
really caused by Bill Boiler burning high-sulpher, high-ash residual fuel oil to heat the school.
One day, during lunch,
some guests from California were
visiting in one of the homes and
overheard the complaints. They
took a look in the trash bin, and
one said, "Look at the bottles and
cans. Why do you throw these
out? It's wasteful. Besides, it costs
money to dispose of them as you
do. If you wash them out, I know
somone who will take them away
for nothing. They may even pay a
little."
The neighbors were
elated. They got together, rented a
truck and hired someone to come

'.By (jae{ 'D. 'U{ricli
around and pick up their cans and
bottles. The weight of garbage sent
to Trashte dropped 20%.
She was pleased at first
to be relieved of handling refuse
that didn't burn or provide energy. She wondered aloud, nonetheless, to her friend Sewage Disposal if the citizens might be more
interested in the money than in
easing her burden. ''The money!"
she exclaimed, "My income will
drop20% becauseI'mchargingon
the basis of weight, yet it still costs
the same to keep this place up."
Trashte had no choice. It was either to raise the tipping fee by 25%
or go broke.
Residents were furious
with another price hike. They
called Los Angeles. Their friends
answered, "It's easy, simply recycle the paper and plastics too."
What a great idea. The
community worked together vigorously, added new bins to the
truck, and signed a long-term
contract with National Holistic
Environmental Recovery Service
Incorporated, who promised to
takeaway the newsprint for nothing, their magazines for a slight
fee, and would even give cash for
the plastic. Households were required, however, to make certain
the products were clean and packaged separately. There were no
meat wrappers, apple cores, banana peals, floor sweepings, vacuum bags, Styrofoam peanuts, or
other contaminants.
Trashte was devastated.
Now, they were withholding the
cream. She had to cut back her
hours. The amount of steam sold
was less, and that income dropped
' too. The school didn't mind. There
was plenty of oil available, and
the price of Persian Gulf residual
was half than when Trashte moved
in. Her operating expenses, on the
other hand, increased because she
had to start up and shut down the
equipment more frequently. At the
same time, she continued to be
blamed for the pollution caused
by Bill Boiler.
Let us interrupt our story
for a review of the history and
technology of trash-to-energy
conversion at UNH.
Municipal trash is actually a rather clean fuel, consisting
primarily of hydrocarbons and inerts. A modern trash-to-energy

plant such as ours converts these
to carbon dioxide and water vapor, the same products the human
body emits from the"combustion"
of food. With modern technology,
ash and soot, the unsavory visible
products of primitive incinerators,
can be virtually eliminated from
the gaseous emissions of trash
combustors. Unfortunately, ignorance and prejudice about incineration extend to those who have
influence in the environmental
movement.
"Incineration causes
molecules to regroup and form
some of the most toxic molecules
known." wrote the League of Conservation Voters. (Environmental
Handbook, 1990, page 12.)
The New Hampshire
representative of the American
Lung Association was quoted on
the subject, "Stack emissions alone
can contribute to such health problems as birth defects, reproductive problems, lung cancer and
other respiratory disorders, and
neurological disorders." (Forest
Notes, March/ April 1990, page
11.)

Our trash-to-energy
plant is not perfect in this regard.
Its exhaust probably contains more
fly ash than most home furnaces
that use number 2 fuel oil, but it is
much cleaner than wood stoves or
the UNH boilers. These boilers
consume number 6 or "residual"
fuel oil which contains more sulfur than number 2. UNH uses it
because it is cheap. Bill is good at
burning it, but not so good at hiding the fact. He is instructed not to
disturb the fly ash and sulfuric
acid that accumulated on the steam
pipes and flues during the daytime. He is supposed to ''blow
soot" at night so no one will notice. Sometimes, the tubes get
coated too heavily during the
daytime, and efficiency drops.
Then, Bill becomes impatient and
blows soot in broad daylight. This
creates the black plume that people
complain about and often attribut
to Trashte.
Flakes of soot and sulfuric acid accumulate on cooler surfaces of the boiler and flues. They
are dislodged during load shiftsor soot blowing, go up the stack,
and fall on the ground. In the
combustion literature, this problem is known as "acid smut."

Ocassionally, flakes fall on
people's cars where they eat the
paint and cause permanent spotting. This is probably what damaged the Natural Resources Department van and was blamed on
Trashte. (See the November 16th
article in The New Hampshire,
"Incinerator Spews 100 Tons Every Day," page 2.)
Like many syrup producers who use prunings from
their sugarbush to fire the evaporating pans, trash-to-energy plants
use one problem to solve another.
They reduce a miscellaneous mass
of garbage to inert gases and a
mineral ash, reducing our dependence on foreign oil in the process.
The ash is no more toxic than the
trash from whence it came, except
that it is more concentrated. There
is little in normal household waste
that would create hazardous ash
except, perhaps, com pounds present in certain colored dyes or inks
used in newspapers, magazines,
and junk mail. Such toxins will
persist in the refuse stream no
matter where it goes.
Regarding the ash problem, towns belonging to the Lamprey Regional Cooperative were
initially requir~d to take back the
ash and dispose of it in their own
landfills. Most of them already has
problems with their sites and were
under pressure from the State to
close them. Some of the towns
balked and refused to accept the
ash.
The C()()!" rph,c<:>1 tc accept their trash. It required about
one week of accumulated refuse
before these towns were taking
the ash again. Eventually, the Cooperative, at the request of its
members, developed a secure (and
expensive) landfill in Somersworth.
Readers familiar with
UNH, the Seacoast area, and media
reports will recognize many of the
biases satirized in my allegory.
What may be less obvious are the
implicaions raised with regard to
recycling. On the face of it, incinerator managers would be elated
to have cans and glass containers
removed from the trash stream
becausetheycontributenoenergy
to the process yet add to the ash
burden. But, tipping fees (dumping and trash disposal charges)
are assessed on a mass basis. Recycling of glass and metal trades a
mild inconvenience at the trashto-energy plant for a 20% reduction in cash. The only way this loss
can be absorbed is to increase tipping fees.
The case for recycling
paper and plastic, is seriously
flawed to one who views the
complete picture in a community
where trash-to-energy is practiced.
these are high energy, clean fuels;
the cream. when they are removed,
not only is the tipping income
reduced, but energy credits from
the University are reduced, and
even more fuel oil is consumed to
heat the buildings.
Citizens often overlooked technology penalty involved with recycling. Supermarkets, for instance, advertise "Bring
your clean plastic bags back to us,
and we will recycle them." Customers are impressed. Some drive
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out of their way to take the bags
back, not realizing that they consume the equivalent of 20 plastic
bags in wasted gasoline for each
mile of the extra trip. Meanwhile,
Trashte is deprived of a clean fuel
and left to dispose of the dregs
(You name it: meat wrappers,
apple cores, banana peels, floor
sweepings, vacuum bags, styrofoam peanuts are mentioned in
the story. Takealookatyourwaste
for a more complete list.)
IfTrashte were a real person, you could imagine her wondering aloud to her friend Sewage
Disposal whether the citizens
might be more interested in pinching pennies than in her survival.
Let's continue my conversation with supervisor of services:
"It's not fair." I said, "At
least Trashte collects her ash and
disposes of it responsible. Boiler
spews it all over the countryside,
and she gets blamed."
"Yeah." He agreed, "But
she's not perfect. She got by under
EPA standards, but they have
become more strict, and she's
going to need a dust collector to
meet them. She's already too expensive. I don't think she can do it.
Her lease comes up in three years,
and we don't plan to renew it."
"Trashte' s pristine compared with Boiler," I retorted.
"What are you going to do about
him?"
''You're right, it would
~~ke a ton nf money to remove ash
from Boiler's flue gases, and there
is no way we can bum number 6
oil and meet the sulfur standards.
We're switching to natural gas."
''That will solve your air
pollution problem," I agreed, ''But
what are you going to do with the
school's solid waste if Trashte is
evicted?"
"We will be okay," he
explained. "Our trash is mainly
clean paper, cans and bottles. Some
institutions like this are recycling
up to 80% of their waste. There is
an initial expense for bins. Collection sites are sometimes unsightly,
they take space and supervision,
but a few schools claim they make
money in the long run."
I Wi;iS surprised about the
money, but I knew no new initiative would fly in this school otherwise. I questioned, "What do you
plan to do with the 20% you can't
recycle?"
- He hesitated, but continued, "I don't know for certain.
One of Trashte's cousins has proposed a new high class unit in
Epping. Maybe we can send the
dregs there. Perhaps we can get in
at her uncle's place in Saugus."
"What will the citizens
do?" I asked. ''Less than half of
their trash is recyclable."
"Good question," he
responded. "Sorry, I've got to go
to a meeting. Goodbye."
"Good question," I
thought, one whose answer I can
hardly wait to write about.

The End
Gael Ulrich is a
professor in th~
Chemical
Engineering Dept.
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ofmaleresidentsinKuw aitin 1920.
And what about the reported cases
of servants to rich Kuwaiti fami-
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to assure that female members
would be equal to male members,
and not known as "little sisters."
Butifthetwopeoplewh o
cared enough to send our rush
posters back to us would look
further into the ideals of our organization, they would see that
line and all incoming fresh- it's not the nomenclature that
man to review their options a little matters-it's the service.
Last semester we were in
closer before deciding to come
and on the camcommunity
the
here.
We are not just freshmen, pus every week, working with
we are adults who have rights. Students for Recycling, Safewalks,
This University cannot take these the NHSPCA, the Catholic Sturights a way. Please somebody tell . dent Center, senior citizens, young
me if it is fair that next year people children and scouting organizacan play football, join crew, and tions, to name just a few, and our
100 other clubs and teams on work will continue through this
campus but as a first semester semester and long into the future.
I have one last thing to
freshman we have to listen to
someone tell us what organiza- say to those two people: I welcome the opportunity to meet you
tion to join and when.
Betsy Parente, thank you at our final rush of the semester
for your help in strengthening the tonight at 7 in the Durham Room.
Greek System. I am really sorry Find out who we are before you
that you have such forces trying to judge us. You may be surprised.
hinder the good things that you
Paula St. Louis
are trying to do for one of the
biggest institutions on campus, the
Greek System.

Continued
from pg. 16

Sean Kilbreth

Our Real
Purpose
To the Editor:
Alpha Phi Omega put a
variety of rush posters up last
week, including one featuring the
Boy Scouts of America symbol,
stating "We're looking for a few
good men. Alpha Phi Omega
National Co~ed Service Fraternity
is the perfect way to add to your
scouting experience." Someone
wrote "What about women? I
thought you were co-ed!" on the
poster and sent it, anonymously,
to our office. We received another
poster in the mail a few days later
with a note saying we shouldn't
use the word "fraternity'' because
it implies brotherhood, not sisterhood, and after all, we are co-ed.
I can only surmise that
these posters and comments are
being returned to us because
people are unfamiliar with who
we are and what we do, so I would
like to take a couple of minutes to
try to clear this up.
"Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity'' was founded on
the principles of the Boy Scouts of
America by 14 men at Lafayette
College in 1925. As the years
passed and new chapters were
added, we added "National" to
our title, and when the national
convention voted unanimously to
open the ranks of membership to

women in 1976, we became "Alpha Phi Omega National Co-ed
Service Fraternity". The terms
"fraternity'' and ''brother" were
kept in use because they wanted

He Missed
1'he Point
To the Editor:
"Of Windbags and Selective
Memory in Support of the U.S.
Gulf War"
Mr. Peasley's recent Forum column in The New
Hampshire (Feb. 8, 1991: 17) presents two so-called arguments why
"we" should support the U.S. Gulf
War: testimony of three Kuwaitis
alleging brutal handling by the
Iraqui invader; and that public
protests plays into the hands of
Saddam Hussein.
Where was our self-proclaimed humanitarian, Mr. Peasley, when the U.S. aided and
abetted Saddam Hussein's aggression (incl. the use of gas) against
Iran and the Kurds? Where has
our anguished friend of man been
since 1987 as the Israelis system- ·
atically violated Palestinians'
human rights in the occupied territories? And does Mr. Peasley
recall 1979, since when the Salvadorian armed forces (not to mention those of Guatemala) unleashed "almost numberless
crimes against humanity, and it
has done so with the guidance and
support of the U.S. government"
(The New Yorker, Oct. 15, 1990)?
What about the brutal eviction of
30,000 Yemenis from Saudi Arabia? So, we should acquiesce in a
war waged to return "the country
of Kuwait to its people"? Oh Jeff,
but would you realize that we are
sending our "finest" to defend 8.6
percent of the total Kuwaiti population of about three million, who
are allowed the rights of citizenship, namely the maledescendents

along with the crass exploitation
of poor Third World guest workers in Kuwait is not worthy of Mr.
Peasley' s pique. Alex Cockburn
appropriately quipped: moral
high ground in the Gulf; moral
quagmire in Salvador (and elsewhere)? (Wall Street Journal (Oct.
18, 1990) : 17). Selective vision or
sheer ignorance? Double standards? What is so dearly needed
and might be expected in an intellectual environment like ours, is
analysis rather than moralistic
bombast. Should such analysis
then lead to antiwar activism, all
the better in my opinion.
Let us genuflect before
Mr. Peasley as he does "not deny
our right to voice objection to the
war." But, please no public protest lest we assign ourselves with
the demon, Saddam Hussein,
thereby forsaking God-as-ourcopilot (last weekend's Quayleism). Such reasoning glosses over
that dissent can be an act of faith
and it constitutes a simplistic ploy
to mug protesters with the club of
patriotism. As George McGovern
so eloquently argued here on January 24th, we must redefine patriotism. Most likely the Peasleys of
our community didn't attend that
liberal event and so in lieu, I urge
them to read the Wrights' column
in The Boston Globe Oanuary 27,
1991: 79) on how patriotic opposition
"can reclaim a corner of
the American flag from the windbags andbullyboys who insist on
equating patriotism and support
for the troops with Pres. Bush's
aggressive policies in the Persian
Gulf."
Alternatively, Mr. Peasley
might drop by the offices of the
Progressive (yes!) Student Network (MUB 146) to pick up recently compiled bibliographic
materials allowing better analysis
of the U.S. Gulf War.
Marc W. Herold

Students
Making
A Change
To the Editor:
SAW is back for its second semester as a student organization on campus. Founded by
Bill Mautz, the groups objectives
are to end apathy on campus
through educating the students
on campus of issues that affect
everyday life in Durham and
beyond. Last semester, the organization held a successful speakout
on T-Hall lawn. This was followed
by the Diversity Speakout, which
brought together the entire academic community to address the
concerns of the minorities on
campus. SAW has been in constant contact with the governors

office, attempting to schedule a
time when Gregg will come to the
campus and address concerns we,
the students, have.
The world is constantly
changing, and at this particular
time events are taking place that
will not only affect the rest of our
adult lives, but also those of many
,generations to come. As students,
we can not sit back passively and
watch these events happen without expressing our views and feelings. 'fhere are many issues the
members of SAW want to address
and learn more about. As a student organization, it is our goal to
involve as many students as possible. If you are concerned about
the direction the student body is
taking, and events which affect us
here and abroad, come to the
meeting and work with other students who share your concerns.
Tum your thoughts and words
into action. Meetings take place
on Wednesday nights at 8:00 p.m.
in Hamilton Smith, room 216.
Mark Fischler and
Maureen Farrington
Students of America
and the World

Get Some
Educatio n
To the Editor:
I am writing in response
to the article "Admin. Accused of
Trying to Squelch Student Protest"
in the February 8th issue. The
opening statement is that faculty
and the administration has been
criticized ''by some faculty and
students" to end any student protests. I read the article twice and
did not once see any mention of a
faculty member who held this
Those interviewed
view.
(Montgomery, Voll, England) had
only positive things to say, with
· an emphasis on education. My
question is, who were these
members who felt protesting was
being "squelched".
My main point of contention is with the student, Tate
Forgey, whose commentary is the
basis of this article. His first complaint (and evidence of Squelching) is that the seminars are "all
being run from the administration
level," "right down to the speaker
at the discussions." Who else has
the power and ability to organize
such events? This is part of the
administrations job, we're paying
them tuition to get this informa-·
tion.
My favorite part of the
article is where Mr. Forgey says,
"They want to get us inside buildings and in discussions, so we
aren't outside protesting." Isn't
education the reason we are here?
It seems to me there has never
been an instance where milling
around outside, bitching about the
problem has led to a solution. Tate
Forgey says he isn't sure if discussions are "the best use of our ener-

gies at this time." But, to him, it's
a lot easier to yell in front ofT-Hall
than learn.
Oh well, while Tate and
his friends are moaning, maybe,
just maybe, a solution or at least a
better understanding of what is
going on in the Middle East will
occur "inside buildings" and in
those discussions organized by the
administration.
Melinda Leger

Concentr ate
On Peace
To the Editor:
On Wednesday, February 27, we ask all University of
New Hampshire classes to devote
some time to a discussion of the
issues of war and peace. This time
for peace may involve presentations of materials related to the
course, open discussion, presentations of various perspectives by
designated students or invited
guests, silent meditation, or other
appropriate activities. The troops
in the Gulf whose time and perhaps lives are now given to war
deserve a time for peace, when
our business as usual attitudes
stop. We urge all students, faculty, staff, and administrators to
participate in this educational
activity.
David Watters

Write
a

Letter
to the
Editor

Submissions
must be typed
. and include
name and
phone
number.
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An Open Letter
to the Board of Trustees
Submitted by Mafintfa Lawrence
There are several issues surrounding the recent
decision to implement the Interactive Television (ITV) program in the basement of the
Memorial Union Building that
we find disturbing.
- Though the long term
possibilities of ITV are intriquing, the immediate cost of
installation and operation,
during UNH's current fiscal
nightmare, is impossible to
justify.
UNH is unable to
support its current operationg
budget. Academic programs
and student services are being
curtailed. Faculty vacancies are
going unfilled. The library and
other resources are sorely lacking. It is difficult to understand
how initiating an expensive
new program like ITV is a financially sound decision.
The proposal to install
this ITV program in the MUB
basement was presented to the
Memorial Union Board of
Govenors less than one week
before the Nynex fiberoptics
contract was to be signed. The
board was allowed no time to
consider the proposal, or to
develop other options. This
method of excluding and manipulating students via deadline pressure by various administrators is never accept-

able, and in light of the recent
student protest against just this
sort of administrative process, it is
particularly insulting.
ITV is not a student priority. To increase statewide access
to education is a noble goal, but
the ITV hookups to do this across
New Hampshire are many years
down the road. In the meantime,
ITV is being touted on this campus as an answer to class access
problems. It is not. ITV viewing of
classes is no substitute for the
personal contact with professors
that students here pay so much to
receive.
The development of the
MUB basement in accordance with
student interests isa longstanding
student priority. It was made clear
to the Memorial Union Board that
it would become an administrative priority only if ITV were installed. Thus the board was bribed
to accept ITV.
With this bribe, control
of student union space was pried
from the hands of the students.
The administrators who
presented this proposal, Associate Vice President Barbara
Montgomery, and Dean J. Gregg
Sanborn, were unable to provide
the board with specific details
concerning actual space, actual
cost, and actual time of completion. No information has yet been
supplied in writing.

A broadcast television
technician, who is also familiar
with the former Channel 11 basement studios, has said that the
vague estimates provided are
questionable. He stated that the
$1 million allotted for construction, installation of equipment, the
fiberoptic network lease, personnel, and operation for two years
will probably fall far short of actual costs, which he estimated to
reach $3 million.
He also stated that purchasing equipment, constuction,
and training of personnel and
professors in ITV use, as well as
complete renovation of the basement, will take longer than the six
months Montgomery and Sanborn
predicted.
It appears that the administration will be hard pressed
to live up to their promise and
student demands that the entire
basement be completed in one
phase.
The decision to implement ITV at this time does not
reflect the needs of the UNH
community, and is a misuse of
limited financial resources.
Sincerely,

Nancy Bureau
Gavin Behrman
Malinda Lawrence,
concerned students
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What Can I Do ..... .
Cut This Out

A Conscious Group Asks
Us to Come to Their Side

then ··

Fireside Seeks a Hand
We have just been informed
that due to financial constraints
the funding for the Fireside
program has been cut. We are
contacting past staff, participants and programs that have
benefitted from Fireside to ask
for your help.
Fireside has been in existence since November 1979 and
has served over 1700 people
from the University community. It would be impossible to
continue the program without
funding from the University.
Although the cost of food and
transportation is paid for by
the participants, University
funding is needed to pay for
faculty advising. It is not the
intention of Fireside nor is it
feasible to expect the staff and
participants to raise money to
support the program. The
purpose of Ffreside is to provide opportunities for students, faculty and staff to learn
in a "vigorous learning environment" as well as for the
students who lead the trips tp
learn ways of providing these
educational experiences. Without the $10,000 needed for
yearly funding, Fireside would
be unable to exist.
It took a monumental effort to create Fireside and it
will rake a monumental effort
to save it. We realize in these
difficult economic times the
administration must take a

hard lookatexpenditures. Our
approach to proving the
"worth" of Fireside is to show
that Fireside does save the
University money. When students drop out of school it is
very costly. It is our mission to
educate the administration to
the fact that this is a program
that helps students stay in
school and enhance their college experience. We believe that
Fireside was created to serve
the community and if the
community finds it to be a
valuable program, it should
continue.
If you have any connection
to Fireside: a past trip participant, a friend of a friend who
was a participant or leader, or
a hopeful future participant or
staff member and if you feel
strongly about seeing Fireside
continue please lend your
support to this cause. Contact
Pam McPhee in the 'Outdoor
Education Department, New
Hampshire Hall, 862-4295, to
see how you can help.
We wish to continue the
spirit of Fireside. If you share
in our belief that the program
is extremely worthwhile,
please let your voice be heard.
The best things in life are worth
fighting for...we're fighting for
the best. Thank you ....... .
Sincerely,
The Fireside Staff

Cut It Up!
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The frog does not
drink up the pond
in which he lives.
-A wise saying by someone very wise whose
name escapes me at the
moment.
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No-Toaster Music:
O-Positive
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
"There's no Depeche
Mode in this band: no reliance on
toasters," said O-Positive's Dave
Martin last frosty Friday night at
Grover's on the Massachusetts'
North Shore. 0-Positive's blast
furnace performance, which
sucked out any skeptic's breath,
supported Dave's assertion. From
the pretty cadence of "Imagine
That" to the tight groove of "Back
Of My Mind," O-Positive's songs
were Positively catchy, and special.
The band's musical
bloodlines are special too: REM
took Byrds' music soaring into
the 80's, and now O-Positive,
along with Epic label-mate Big
Dipper and fellow Bostonians the
Cavedogs, is distinctively flying
the alternative pop banner over

Rockefeller Plaza (the major label
hub on the east coast). O-Positive
is singer-guitarist David Herlihy,
guitarist-pianist Alan Petitti, bassist David Ingham, drummer Alex
Lob, and guitarist-keyboardist
Dave Martin. This Boston-based
quintet has remained intact from
their inception almost eight years
ago. The band's two indie releases, 1985' s Only Breathing and
1987's Cloud Factory, were im pressive warm-ups for last year's Epic
debut, Toyboat Toyboat Toyboat.
While their lyrics may
twist your tongue, O-Positive' s
music occasionally twists your
mind as well. Singer Dave Herlihy sneers "smoke a cigarette,
think it'll get you through" to his
girl onOnly Breathing's "With
You." Yet the song's rhythmic
urgency suggests that the singer
himself isn't in control of the

•

situation.
Toyboat's "Kamikaze Dove" kills
the listener with a
lovelyguitaredge.
And Cloud Factory
concludes with
"Watch Out, This
Sled's Made For A
Maniac," a lengthy
cut which incorporates Eno-wise textures and a choirsung refrain.
The band's works are
well-engineered with a sound
which has remained clean through
its permutations over three works.
For instance, drummer Alex Lob
added cymbal crashes on Cloud
Factory. AndHurlihy'svocalshave
started to stretch the boundaries of
their Stipe-like range: just
compare Toyboat's "Train
Station Gone" to Only

(Photo: Mr. Morss)

Breathing's "Say Goodbye." The
group employs various players
on Toyboat, including the Barbato
brothers, Sal on accordion and
Artie on trumpet.
In fact, O-Positive employed Artie's services Friday
·night on the uptempo cuts "lnnernational" and "On To Some-

thing:" Artie's sterling solos iced a
set which didn't need an old favorite, their well-known cover of the
Left Banke' s "Walk A way Renee,"
to impress the folks. As Alan said,
"you can't play something for one
person, you must play for the
audience." Indubitably.

Great Gumbo!
By Sean Carroll
Arts Editor

O-Positive

(Courtesy photo)

Canada's Blue Rodeo
By Mathew Gross
Arts Reporter
Blue Rodeo
"Casino"
East West America Records
We southerners don't hear much of the Canadipn rock scene. Let's face it - Canada? We
tend to look to Athens, London, New York of LA for our record purchases; the obvious exception
being The Cowboy Junkies. But the Junkies are hardly the paradigm for Canadian music. The sound
to the North is less ephemeral, marked with electric guitar and simple rock beats. The best example
is the Montreal band Noise (The). A staid example is Blue Rodeo, from Toronto.
It's not that Blue Rodeo are bad. They churn out some pretty numbers on their third album,
"Casino," ''Montreal" is a sad country song of lost love and memory. "Late in your bed/ you said
don't you be sad/ think of how lucky we are." It's the kind of song I'd like to listen to with my
girlfriend. If I had a girlfriend. But I don't, and so after awhile I get sick of the love songs and wish
for something more.
On their first two albums Blue Rodeo was more political, and on the inside sleeve of "Casino" guitarist Greg Keelor wears an Indian rights T-shirt. Where is that politic now? There are good
rock songs like "What Am I Doing Here?" and the familiar sounding ''Time," but in the end, Blue
Rodeo leaves me reaching for my "Please" single by Noise (The): "Let me say the things I want to
say." Despite the pretty sound, Blue Rodeo seems to say nothing.

Al Rapone has played
with the likes of Jimmy Reed and
Gatemouth Brown, but that's not
why you should go see him at the
Stone Church this Sunday.
Rapone was the creative
force behind Queen Ida and the
Bon Ton Zydeco Band, (Queen
Ida is, in fact, his sister) but that's
not the reason either.
He was the first Zydeco
musician to ever win a Grammy
(in 1982), for producing Queen Ida
& the Bon Ton Zydeco Band on Tour,
but that's not it either.
He was the first Zydeco
musician to tour behind the Iron
Curtain, in East Germany, but hey,
so what?
The real reason to go is
the gumbo. That's right, the
gumbo. Rapone, though now
· based in San Francisco, is a Lake
Charles, Louisiana native and he's
going to get to the Church ahead
of time this Sunday to brew up a
gumbo like you have always read
about. For one night only, you
have the chance to hear a world
famous Zydeco musician and
sample his cooking at the same
time, courtesy of the Stone Church
and the Blues Bank Collective.
Rapone is touring in
support of his first solo album to
be released in this country, Al
Rapone and the Zydeco Express'

Zydeco To Go, on Blind Pig Records. This is not,. however, a debut album tour. Rapone is as well
seasoned as his gumbo, having
already appeared on four aibums
with Queen Ida and the Bon Ton
etc. as lead guitarist, lead vocalist
and arranger.
Rapone does not play
lead guitar on his new album,
however, nor will he likely play it
at the Stone Church. These days,
he has returned to an earlier love:
the diatonic accordion. For other
musical duties, look for special
guest and local bluesman, the
generally raspy-voiced and soulful T.J. Wheeler.
Gumbo, accordions,
Zydeco and the blues: a rare
combination indeed.
The tickets have already
gone on sale for this event; you
can purchase them ahead of time
at Rock Bottom Records or Atlantic Video in Portsmouth, or
Marelli' s Fruit and Real Estate in
Newmarket, for 10 bucks apiece.
If you wait until the night of the
show, tickets are $12.
One final note: if your
appetite for down home music
gets the better of you before Sunday, you can hear a hefty dose of
the blues on Saturday, when the
Stone Church will be home to a
Blues Jam, featuringT.J. Wheeler
and the Smokers and friends.
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The New Hampshire/Mus icsmith UNH
Entertainment Poll 1991
lNH, 1-ae sy::JJ.rdarretoplaycritic. If~ retire::lofbigm:gazirecriticstellirg~vtat yoJ.sro.tl.d
listen to, stand up and re counted, re part of '!he N=w Harrpshire s first entertairrrent p:)11.
•

For the ·first tme yc,.1 rave a chanre to have y::JJr voire re heard. So pick your favorite rrovie, favorite
rend, and favorite song to re part of entertaiment history. You cbn t ha-ve anything to ~ose.

vra.t cb you have to gain? How does a $30 gift c:ertificate to the M.lsicsnith in the Newington M:ill
s:::iurrl? 'Ihat s right if we draw y::JJr ballot fron th:se rent in yoJ. 11 get that prize, arrl if yc,.J. d:n twin
yc,.J. 11 have the satisfaction of ~ yc,.J. did your part for your favorite b3nd or actor or whatever.
Carplete the fonn reloo and stick it in the c.arrpus mail or bring it by 'Ihe New Harrpshire office (Rn
151 in the MJB) • All the results will re printed in a future issue of 'll1e 1-ew H:rrpshire and the contest
winner will re drawn on February 20.

--------------------------------------------------M.lsic

Best Band
Best Albun _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Worst Band
Worst Album _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Best Song _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Worst Song _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Eest M:lle Vocalist - - - - - - - - - - - - vbrst r-13.le Vocalist - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Eest Farale Vocalist
- - - - - - - - - - - vbr st Fem.le Vocalist - - - - - - - - - - - - - Worst New Band_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Best New Band
------------Pest VidED _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Worst Video
-----------------Best Heavy ~tal Group _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Worst Heavy :Metal Band_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Best Rap Group _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Worst Rap Grou:R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Best Dance Group

------------

Worst Dance Group _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

r-bvies
BestMJvie - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Worst rvbvie - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Eest Actor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ vbrst Actor
W:>rst Actress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B2stActrEss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..

Pest Dire:tor

vbrst Director

'Ielevis.im'
Best Drarra _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Worst Drama _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Best Canedy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Worst Comedy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Best Ccnrrercial

Worst Conmercial

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone#

--------------Just fold this section over so you can
read the address and put it in the
campus mail or drop it off at The
New Hampshire

The New Hampshire Rm
151 MUB
Durham NH 03824
Attention: Reader Poll
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Look
for
us!!

BEAUTY,

from page 7

The New Hampshire

silly landscaping." Condon
pointed out landscaping work
that was done this fall in front of
Thompson and Huddleston halls
and said there are many more important things that should be
done first.
One of those things
should be making all buildings
on campus handicapped accessible, said UNH senior Susan
Hasson. Several buildings on
campus, such as Murkland and
James halls are not handicapped
accessible.
UNH sophomore Nicole Holmes said she was upset
that the campus always looks
great during Parent's Weekend
in October, but for the rest of the

year it looks unkept.
Azzi said that there will
be improvements to the look of
the campus, but they will be done
through the larger projects funded
either by the state or private donations.
Lavoie said that College
Road was in major need of repair,
but that this would be accomplished using a privat~ donation
given to the school to improve the
entire ravine area.
Azzi said that the project, called the Marcus Ravine
project, would not only improve
the beauty of the ravine area, but
turn a major section of College
Road into a pedestrian walkway.
The project is being paid for by the

Marcus Foundation.
A-lot, a student parking
lot on campus, that Azzi said
"looks like an airfield", will be
beautified along with the construction of the new apartments. The
project is being paid for by money
from the state. Trees and bushes
will be planted all around the
parking lot, and islands will be
built, dividing the parking lot into
three sections, with trees and
bushes planted on the islands.
Holmes said that she did
not think beautifying the campus
should be all that important, adding that it would be bad to be
"paying all this money for a beautiful school, but you get no classes."

UNH's Student Newspaper

<•> (~)

<•) (~)

•.•.•···················-- ··············---·-······························

Rescuers Down Under &
Mickey Mouse

(G)-110min.

Eve. Fri. & Sat. 6:40, 8:55; Sat. & SU,. 12: 15. 2:20, 4:25. 6:4'.l, 8:50;
Mon.-ThJrs. 12:15. 2:20, 6:40. 8:55
13
KINEEaGAa-rEN CDP <PG>
115mh.

Fri. 6:50, 9:05; Sat. & 9.n Mat. 12:25. 2:30.4:4'.l. 6:50. 9:05;

Mon.-Th.rs. 12:25. 2:30. 6:50. 9:05

Edward Scissorhands

(PG)-13; 110 min.

Fri. & Sat. Eves 6:20, 9: 15; Sln.-Thus. 7: 15

The

The Hottest Party
Band on Campus
)is now available f
~J> for hire. J>j

Nel'V

Hatnpshire
A bushel
of fun!

influences include: Rush,
Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd
Demos are available upon request.

Contact Band
Representative Eric
Langley at 868-9788

J ~ ~ f:l SCOPE presents f:l J
r i ~
) r
J ~Jl ~
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RHYTHM
J

n

& BLUES
FRIDAY, MARCH 29
8:00PM JMUB PU~

jr-~~~~~~~~~~~.:-~~
$4 Students
$7 General
public

SELF, from page , 14
According to Grimbilas,
everySenatememberwhospeaks
at a meeting is recorded in the
minutes by their first name and
guests are recorded by their first
and last name.
"I don't recall anyone
other than Pete (Bur~h) speaking," said Grimbilas.
Garland agreed, "I don't
remember them saying anything,
but when we asked some questions they answered. Theydidn't
seem to really have an opinion
one way or another."
According to Student
Senate, Engelhardt was chosen
through the process of elimination, which immediately ruled
out large dorms, special interest

dorms, single sex dorms and
dorms with triple and quad rooms.
At this point, Engelhardt became
the only logical choice because of
it's small size (119 beds) and the
elimination of the other dorms.
According to Burch, the
students from Engelhardt will be
able to stay in the lower quad in
dorms such as Hunter and Gibbs.
Albrecht, a freshman
who will be required \o move out,
said that people might not be able
to get singles or the room they
want because the other dorm residents will have priority in room
draw.
Burch summed it up by
saying, "It (SELF) is a good idea in
theory, and someone had to get
stuck with it."

"SPRING BREAK 91"
-CANCUN, MEXICO
FEATURING THE OASIS CANCUN HOTEL

b

i

STARTING MARCH 2, 1991
THAU MARCH 9, 1991
CARIBE INTERNATIONAL**** .... $399
MARGARITA HOTEL*************$439
CALINDA QUALITY HOTEL*** .. *$469
TERRAMAR HOTEL..............$509
AQUAMARINA HOTEL*** .. *** ..$549
OASIS CANCUN HOTEL********$569
HOLIDAY INN CROWN PLAZA.. $599
MELIA TURQUESA............... *$599

I!
-

T RAVEL
SERVICES, INC.

COMPLETE PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:
R.T. AIRFARE (FROM SELECT CITIES), R.T. TRANSFERS, 7
NIGHTS HOTEL, 3- HOUR CRUISE, BEACH PARTIES, FREE
ADMISSION INTO NIGHTCLUBS, ALL HOTEL TAXES, AND
ADVANCE TRAVEL TOUR HOSTS ON LOCATION.
*PRICES BASED OUT OF N.V. ADD $20.00 FOR BOSTON.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE 800 .

~~
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MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin

C 1991 Trlbune MedlaSefVlcea, Inc.
AIIRlghl1Aeaervod

c 1990, Tribune Media Services
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Solution

from
February 7th

12

13

ACROSS
1 Lapse
5 -Ceremonial
dinner
10 Prudish one
14 Scarlett's
home
15 Deport
16 Adjutant
17 Biblical
prophet
18 Kingly
19 Edible fish
20 Cattlemen
22 Spring commemoration
24 Clue
25 African
nation
26 Event during22A
29 Time of 5A
33 Like an
old woman
34 Uncovered
35 Hub
36 Fabled bird
37 Somewhat
acid
40 Rule
41 Same
43 Life: Lat.

Solution

February

44 Residence
5 Tranquil
46 In a decor6 Spend, as
ous manner
effort
48 Made noise 7 Excavates
in sleep
8 Guido's
49 Legal wrong
high note
50 Shortly
9 Lets go
51 Made insane 10 Intense
54 What22A
feeling
and 29A are 11 Uproar
58 Canton's
12 Not working
state
13 Former
59 Convex
actor Will
molding
21 Secretes
61 Particle
23 Pacino and
62 Period
Hirt
before22A 25 Callas of
63 Strainer
the opera
64 Stab
26 European
65 Pledge
capital
66 Alleviated
27 Positive
67 Sword
terminal
28 Mashed,
in a way
DOWN
1 Play the
29 Shindig
leading
30 Bravery
part
31 Get away
2 Tibetan
from
monk
32 Got hitched
3 Golf club
again
4 Of 22Aor
34 Erected
29A

38 Excess of
medicine
39 Asian
capital
42 Item for ·
a5A
45 29A celebrates a
release
from 47 Digit
48 Did a oneman job
50 Decipher
51 Denver's
state: abbr.
52 Flightless
bird
53 Grammarian's horror word
54 Does gardening
55 Over
56 Days gone
by
57 "Peter Pan"
character
60 Bywayof

from
11th

I VE

L AY

-
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TYPING- Call Dana, Stoke 520
(5833) for all typing needs. $1.25/
page for spell/ grammar checked
professional reports, resumes,
labs, etc.

Buy a piece of the past: 1987 VW
Bus (1986 Engine): Excellent condition, 4 speed, RADIO/tape/
quadrophonic, optional cargo van,
and 10 man tent attachment optional (notincluded).Must be seen;
call 742-5616 days 742-5619 Eves
(after 6 p.m.) and weekends.

HELP
WANTED

,~1

EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA:
Hiring Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round/ Fishing, Cannneries, Logging, Mining, Construction, Oil Companies. Skilled/
Unskilled. Transportation $600
plus weekly. CALL NOW! 1-206736-7000, Ext.B497

-

Work on Cape Cod. Gain valuable experienc~ teaching children
about ocean ecology, small pers
or environmental education at a
day camp in the Falmouth area.
Camp cool also needed to _prepare staff meals. Housing available. Contact: Ed Powers, Animal
Rescue League, P.O. Box 265,
Boston, MA 02117
or call (617)426-9170.

FOR
SALE
Joined Peace Corps. Must sell '87
Chevy Sprint 58,000 miles. Engine noise. Runs well now. Good
body. Best offer. 772-0956.

SCUBA GEAR everything from
A-Z. Only used 3 times. $1000 for
everything. Articles separately
priced for individual sale. call 6642%8.

1985 CJ7 Renegade Jeep Renegade Package 6 cyl. 5 spd Hardtop Extras $3000 or B.O. Call
(603)743-4453.

LOST&
FOUND

Soloflex machine. Over 270 lbs. in
resistance 3 yrs. old. Excellent
condition $575. 868-2803:

'69 VW Camper, Runs Excellent,
Great Inter. $600 /BO Peter (508)
388-6708.
Attention Fraternities and Sororities: Stay Together for Spring
Break at Panama City Beach. $139
- 7 nights. Call Mike 868-6960.

Rent atthe Coops. Two, three, four,
and five person units available.
Walk to all cam pus facilities. Two
parking spaces per unit. Heat and
hot water included. Call Paul at PJ
Maguire agency, 868-1262.

'83 VW Rabbit, 2 DR. Standard,
Hitch, Stereo, Good Condition
$1750. John 394-7921

Comfortable 8 ft. long Pillow
Coach - $20.00, 6 ft. High Entertainment Center - $20.00, Heavy
Duty Rowing Machine - $40.00,
Call 659-7084 after 5:30 p.m.

FOUND: Oakley sunglasses. Call
868-6861 to claim.

Mt
PERSONALS

ADOPTION: We've bedtime sto- To the person who took my
ries, rocking chairs and much leather jacket from Sigma Nu
love, but no baby .. yet. Can you (Thurs. Jan. 31) it would be nice
help? Call Sue and Jamie collect if you returned the jacket, but if
you can't find it in yourself to do
about adoption. (802) 235-2312.
that, I would really appreciate
the keys and the I.D.'s since neiPanama City Beach! Only $139 ther are really of use to you.
for 7 nights directly on beach. Think about it ! No questions
Also Cancun and Jamaica. Call asked (to MUB Info.)
Mike for details 868-6960.
Wanted: Papers on any Law related topic.Juris Quaesitor is acKristen A,- Jesus was a truck cepting papers. Please Contact
driver. Tham~ for keeping the Danielle 868-5728 or Paula 868evening lively. Happy Valentines 6117.
-Hed
Day!

HappyV-DaySweetie! Love you,
Heather and Kristen.

Happy V-Day to all of you lovers.

Happy
Birthday,
Bugle Boy

KENYA/CAMEROON CULTURE NIGHT THURSDA y FEB.
21 AT 8:00 P.M. SMITH HALL
INTERNATIONAL CENTER.

(a.k.a. Nate)
Are you a beginner or intermediate snoboarder??? Check this out:
"The Original" Burton Snowboard
Cruiser (165cm), only $150 or $175
with the storage bag. Burton competition boots (size 6) only $50 OR
buy the whole package for $200
(or best offer). Call Kim, days 6443964 or eves 868-3135. Don't pass
this great offer up!

HOUSINGt
Durham - 2,3,4 person units
available. Walk to campus. Offstreet parking. Heat and hot
water included. Call Evelyn st
868-1632

Large 2 floor, 2 bedroom Apt. in
Lee. Great for 3 people off street.
parking, private deck and yard,
skylights 5 min drive to campus. Only $660/month heat
included. Call 659-8648. Leave
message.

Large room available in old
farmhouse locat~ on 17 horse
stall farm. 3 miles from Durham. $260 + utilities (cheap!) call
Jane days 862-3494. nights 6592843.

•love,
Susan and Michelle

Wanted: Papers on any Law Related Topic. Juris Quaesitor is accepting papers. Please contact:
Danielle 868-5728 or Paula 8686117.

Happy

Michelle!

ASSIST ANT
LEGISLATIVE
needed to attend hearings, give
testimony and serve a liaison between legislators and state agencies. FIELD EXPERIENCE Job
#90220

love, your pal
lC-whow
ther

Holly + Matt - Because we put up
with you last week, you owe us a
meal at Ice House Too - They deliver 7 days a week. Linda and Jen

HEY MOZOKII
I told you I'd get
you back!

Dear Shnookie, We have the kidney thing, it's called Chili. Ice
House Too. We deliver. 7 days.
868-1146

Happy 21stl
Love, Riles

Had a hot fudge and peanut butter
sundae lately? The Ice House Delivers 7 Days a Week 868-1146.

Drummer looking for intermediate guitar or bass players to jam
and drink a few beers. Play blues
influenced rock such as Stones, but
will play most anything but punk
or post-modern crap. Sheehan, this
is Sketta. 868-6964 ask for Jon
l..

,, 'l' Happy 21st
~

, · Sarah Reese!

"< '
0

we love you!
'
'~ Kristen, Erin, & Amy

I
.

I'

!'
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Happy o/a[entine 's 'Day

~

'J

/ Brian-I wish you were here for Valentine's Day!!!
We all (at least Kim and 1)-miss having you around. r
I miss you and I can't wait to wear my "green"
/
dress .. .I love you very very very very much and
,1
I CAN'T WAIT to see you next weekend.
/
Hey loves!! Hugs!! Here's to spring /. ~
break.I wish it was now.
~
Love Lin
_,

Julie Beckenbauer, We have the
most raging fun times together have a Happy Valentine's Day.
P.S. I will jump in the ocean for
one of your kisses anytime. Love
you, Eli Jah Schottenheimer III.

SMOKEY... How 'bout that eye?
Good job last weekend, sorry I
missed
it.
Good
luck
tomorrow ... OWN
IT ... Yeah
six... ACE.

Well Spot, here it is, Finally... A
personal just for you! Does this
mean my nightly spanking sessions will stop?!?! Rats.

Stu, We made an awesome bar'tendmg team; but next time you
chock me, make sure I'm sitting
down.-]-

Truly the party of the millenium
but the floor should have caved in
with all those crazy people jumping around!

Hey Julie Tice - Congratulations!!
You will make an awesome VP of
Panhellenic! Love in KD, Your
sisters

Gary Alpert/ Alpo/Poid/Baby
Gary... I sent you a personal, so
look carefully. Love, Carla

Hey Nick from Sigma Nu - I think

I would like to meet you!

Hey BOB CUMMINS -Awesome
game Monday night! How was
thatCandyCane? M.G. ("a friend

of25
Gary- honey, I love your tie ...even
though I wouldn't be caught dead
in it.Just kidding.Love you Carla

Rick - next time we'll leave the
bathroom light on so you don't
lose your way, Love S,K,&A
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C & E, To my favorite valentine, so glad that you are
mine. Love Jen
P.S. You'll never guess
where I had your present
hid!

A9P- I had an excellent
time last night. You do
make me happy! Happy
Valentine's Day
XOXOKEO.

Heather at 18 Main StreetYour anonymous Valentine was actually one of
·the Gents! He's blonde,
blue eyed, and loves to
serenade. Give him a
shot. He's worth it!.

Aubrey, Happy Valentine's
Day Sweetie! Some day, we
will have lunch, and when
we're done, we'll fly off to
Paris, so you can see what
you missed!
Love, Michele

Laura K.- ·, _
How about that sweatshirt!! And on Wed., two times
per hour!! I love you and
Happy Valentines day. -The
Photo God.

Sharon, For the past year you
have brought joy and haRJ>iness
to my life and I want to repay
you by giving you the one thing
you've always wanted, a
personal. I love you more than
life itself.
Happy Anniversary.
Love,John

Hey Erik S.! Happy 21st and
Valentine's Day! Hope both
were all you dreamed they'd be!
I love you!
Love,Amy

Dear Kristina- Happy St.
Valentine's Day- ... Like the old
saying goes, love wasn't put in
your heart to stay, love isn't love
until you give it away. We love
you! Dad, Karen, Alexis,
Andrew, Timothy.

Dear Jon,

Kiersten, Chrissy, Susie & Heather
- you guys are the best!! Thanks
fordominatinginbroomball. Woj,
Young Hamsun, Murph, Smitty,
Seaner, Mac & the Chi O's, thanks
for the support!! The Susie Q's.

Happy Valentine's Day #2
I promise, no cookies this time, and
no sappy movies, _either ... Why mess
with a good thing? Happy love and
kisses day .. and all those other
sickening, disgusting sentiments
which plague us this time of
the year.

Mike--Happy Valentines Day!
Even though you aren't as
COOL as I am- I'm glad to
have you as my Valentine!
Much love--Cris

Love ME

Hey Ann - Hot Bodies on a cold
mountain- are you psyched. I am!
Thanks for Friday. -J

Bill- Thanks a lot for thinking of
me. How did you know I was
going to be stressed out today?
Well, it will soon be over and
maybe I'll get to see you once in a
while??!

Heidi Wutzl-Weweregoingtoput
that ha~rms picture of you with
your nose taped to your forehead
and the drool pouring from the
left corner of your mouth- but we
couldn't find it. Too bad- well
happy b-day anyway- Luv yaSheil,Cloey and Keil.

Hi Shanny, Sandi, Jo-na-than,
Chickeeta, Kathryn, Toddles, &
Tigger! I love you guys! Happy
love-n-mushy stuff day! ME

Dear Michael,
Sometimes when I'm with
you it feels like the happiest
time in the whole world.
I love you. Happy Valentine's
Day.
Dear Winifred-Happy Valentine's Day! I wish I was hanging
out with you right now. Oh well,
we'll do the gumbo thang soon,
baby. xoxoxxoLove, Sean.

Kimmipoopoo,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Even though you don't
have a job and you're living
off your parents like a
worthless bum, I still love
you. (Just joking)
Love Birgipoopoo

Hey Bee, its V.D. time again - our
third. I hope we share so many
holidays in the future that our
mental faculties can't keep up
with the tally; Love ya, D.M.
Hey Stephen -Happy Valentine's
Day my big geek. I love you.
Stinky
P.S. Where are my expensive
presents?????????
Hey Keri, I hope you can work
through those spells you have. I
worry you know. Glenn

Dear Laura,
Thank you for nine great
months.
I love you- Happy Valentine's
and many more. Enough Valentine's to last a life time.

MJR
Dearest Dave- Happy Valentine's
Day from your hot babe. I love
you! Kelly (The Kelldog)

Rob and Kim are still the only
cool ones. All you other people
are mushy saps.
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IF YOU DIDN'T GET TO SEE THE SHOW
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IF YOU WANT TO SEE IT AGAIN-- YOU CAN GO TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWI NG
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Positions Opening
for
NEXT Semester

Applications available in MUSO office
--room 148, MUB

**DEADLINE for applications: March 5**
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Don't forget ...'IONIGJIT!••.
Snow Volleyball
Tournament

Don't
miss
the ftm!
Register
in the

Cash Prizes .. .

$30.00.... lst
$20.00...2nd
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Free Hay
Rides!
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* LATE NIGHT at UNH *
llpm-2am
Granite State Room
featuring ... ''Turning Circles"
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* SCAVENGER HUNT*
Sponsored by IRO
12 midnight - 12 noon
on Sunday the 17th

ConteSt

HOCKEY G~~;ROVIDENCE

*

all campus skating party to follow

funded by: PFO, Student Activities, Phi Kappa Sigma, CAB
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Rough week
for Wildcat
wrestling
Drop two at Central Conn.
By Steve Lankier

Sports Staff Reporter
After two blowouts and-a
broken nose, it's pretty safe to
say that the wrestling team enjoys competing at Central Connecticut State College about as
much as the United States enjoys Saddam Hussein.
The results of their trip
down Interstate 84 were a 33-9
loss to Central Connecticut and
a 31-12 loss to Brown University.
"We expected it to be a
tough day," said tri-captainJim
Marcotte. "We had a couple of
close matches against Central
Connecticut that didn't go our
way. But we didn't have much
of a chance, since we gave away
forfeits at 118 lbs. and heavyweight."
A tough day it was as the
'Cats reco;d dr~pped to 12-5.
The loss to Central Connecticut
was highlighted only by wins
from Pat Napoli and Todd

Burchard. Napoli got the 'Cats
on the board with a 10-2 victory
at 150 lbs., the win marked his
4th consecutive and improved
his record to 12-2. Burchard
posted a 6-3 victory to up his
record to 16-5-1. On a down
note, tri-captain Wes Decker
suffered a slight concussion and
a broken nose, but is scheduled
to be back soon.
The loss to Brown was just
as tough for the 'Cats once again
only coming up with two victories. Marcotte kept his unbeaten
streak going, with an 8-6 win at
167 lbs. He now stands at 21-02. Ken Pera was the other winner recording a 8-5 victory in
his 177 lbs. match. Pera, a sophomore, has been a consistent
stand out for the team all year
posting a 16-4 record.
If you have not seen the
team i~ action yet this year
you'll have a chance this week- ·
end. The 'Cats are taking on
Wagner Saturday at 1:00 pm.
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Women's
hoop on

skids
By Jen Merrifield

Sports Staff Reporter
Monday night the men's
basketball team ended their losing streak. Wednesday night, the
women's team extended theirs.
The 'Cats suffered their third
straight loss against NAC secondplace Vermont.
"We have a lot of ups
anddowns. Wecameoutstrongat
points in the first half, but overall
we were not consistent," said leading scorer Laura Seiden (18 points).
With the score at half
time in Vermont's favor (35-33),
the game slipped away from UNH
to a 74-65 final. This loss drops the
Wildcats to 1-6 in the NAC.
"Our record is deceiving,
we lost a lot of close games. I do
wish our record was better, but
some of the games we played very
well, so it doesn't really matter,"
replied Seiden when asked UNH' s
conference record.
High scorer for the Vermont Catamounts was Sharon
Bay, with 17 points. UNH' s senior
co-captain, Julie Donlon also
chipped in 17 points.
The Wildcats have a
chance to improve their NAC rec-

•

Women's basketball fell to defeat on Wednesday. (Ed Sawyer photo)

ord this Saturday when they host
Boston University at 1 pm. Sieden
feels confident that they can get a

win this weekend, ~'I think we can
definitely give.them a run for their
money."

Ii

Split a pair at BU

!I~1

!

•· . :,><:. : :):I:•·. ·• . ······•·/,•,,.\)}/
on our mistakes and come time
for New Englands we'll have to
Sports Staff Reporter
The wrestling team suffered win those big ·match-ups," Ura tough loss to BU, but bounced quhart said.
The 'Cats turned it around
back to defeat Springfield College in the second half of their in their second match to prevail
tri-meet on Saturday at Boston against a hard-nosed Springfield
team, 18-16. The win brought
University.
team's record up to 12-3 and
the
With hopes of knocking off
the number one team in New once again showed their ability
England, the Cats took on BU in to overcome rough losses.
Springfield is no "fly-bythe first match. There was no
night"
team either as Urquhart
upset though, in the battle for
the conference title. BU routed described. "They're a tough
the Cats 28-9, leaving them a big squad. They are ranked in the
message: If you want to win the top four in New England. We
New Englands, you're going to had to win some big matches to
beat them."
have to go through us!
Brian Cone set the tone in
''They were better than us
the
match
with a victory to imon that day," UNH coach Jim Urquhart said, "There were four prove his record to 15-4-1. After
big match-ups: The 118 lbs. losing the next three matches,
match, the 142 lbs. match, the Napoli beat a tough opponent,
158 lbs. match, and the 177 lbs. putting the 'Cats back on track.
match. They set the tone by beat- William Santiago defeated his
ing us in three out of those four." opponent 6-2 and Marcotte tied
CaptainsPatNapoliandJim at 158 lbs., leaving the match
Marcotte were the only victors in knotted at 12-12. Ken Pera and
the match. •Marcotte upped his Todd Burchard followed up
record to 20-0 with a forfeit and . with hard fought victories, sealNapoli wrestled hard, winning a ing the victory for UNH.
Burchard was proud of his
decision that improved his recteammatesafterthematch. ''fhe
ord to 10-2.
The loss made UNH realize guys that lost kept it close and
that there is still need for im- the guys who won had to come
. provement. "We have to work from behind to win; we showed
a lot.of heart."

·

By Steve Lankier
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Women's hockey
poun tls Brown, S-l

we were flying," said Bye. "Once Merz. "I'll watch Colleen (Coyne)
we started scoring, Brown seemed play, and I'll just adapt to it."
Sports Staff Reporter
For the rest of the period the
The women's hockey team to die."
Once they started scoring, Wildcats were easy on the Brown
picked apart Brown University
Wednesday night, leaving the ice they didn't stop. Only 1:44 into the Bears; they tried not to score, but
period forward Dawn Harris still played aggressively. "It's hard
with an 8-1 victory.
Brown came out strong in the poked in a rebound to start the when you have a big game comfirst period and it seemed that scoring binge. Bye scored her sec- ing," said Weinberg. "You don't
UNH was surprised. "We real- ond of the game 25 seconds later, wantto let down and start any bad
ized this wasn't going to be like making the score 3-0. Freshman habits."
"We still wanted to play our
Colby," said UNH coach Russ Jocelyn Johnson added next to the
scoring with a goal before 5 min- game, but not rack up the score,"
McCurdy.
Both t_e ams kept constant utes had passed in the period. said Bye.
With 2:30 left in the game the
pressure and wouldn't let the other Stephanie Dubiel and Colleen
budge. Karyn Bye took the puck Coyne brought UNH' s lead .to 6--0 'Cats scored once more on a give
and go between Johnson and
from center ice, skated through before the second intermission.
Coyne, Coyne passed the puck to
The
opening
of
the
third
pethe Brown defense, and snuck it
passed Brown goalie Kate riod gave Brown a glimmer of Johnson who was breaking into
Presbrey. It was the only goal of hope. Mara Yale scored for the the zone. Johnson waited until she
the period as tough defense and Bears within thefirsttwo minutes, had faked the goalie and set up
good goaltending predominated but UNH freshman Suzanne Merz Coyne for the score.
Next up for the 'Cats is Provithe opening stanza. Brown had ✓slammed the door as she scored
several opportunities but UNH before Brown had finished cele- dence College on Saturday. A win
goalie Laura Stiles squelched ev- brating. Merz was excellent all would almost positively ensure
UNH home ice for the ECA C tournight, playing aggressively.
ery chance.
"We moved Suzanne from nament, March 2 and 3. "We're
"I think we underestimated
the talent they had," said UNH wing to center for this game," said going to be in playoff hockey soon
captain Ellen Weinberg. "As a McCurdy. "I liked her at center. and every game counts," said
tea·m we regrouped to go out and She's got a lot of talent, if we could McCurdy.
"We've beaten Providence
show them the 'power of the just harness it. She's got to learn
when to go and when to stay, but twice, once on their home ice.
blue'."
We' re definitely peaking at the
it
comes with experience."
That they did. The 'Cats came
Merz is ad justing to her new right time and I think we car. nave
out of the locker room on fire for
the second period. "By the time position. "It takes a little time to a good game Saturday. Really, I
the second period came around adjust to any new position," said just want us to play well."
By Chris York

vs.
By Glenn Sabalewski

Sports Editor
The UNH hockey team has
gone into overtime in seven of
their last 13 regular season meetings with Providence College. Last
year the 'Cats eliminated the Friars
from the Hockey East playoffs,
coming from behind in the third
period. The last meeting between
the two teams resulted in a 2-2 tie.
Home ice for the first round
of the playoffs (probably between
UNH and PC) is on the line tonight at 7 in Snively Arena. The
Friars lead the Wildcats by four
points for the final home ice spot.
"If we win tomorrow night,
very good" said UNH coach Dick
Umile of the Wildcat chances for
home ice. "If we don't, then very
unlikely."
Get the idea this may be an
important game?
The way these two teams play
each other, you can bank on a
close one. The difference will be
"that little extra effort," according
to Umile. "Discipline will be
important," continued U mile,
who expects a low-scoring game.
PC enters the game at 19-6-2

and 9-6-2 in HE. For UNH (19-9-2,
7-8-2) to gain home ice this is a
must win. ''We'll play them anywhere," Umile said. "But the students have come out in real support of us. If we win tomorrow
night and play them here (in the
playoffs), we feel our fans will get
us to the Garden." As in Boston
Garden for the HE semifinals.
''The sad thing is we would've
been in the Garden last year if it
wasn't for that measles thing,"
U mile said. "A lot of things have to
go right for you to get there." Umile
was referring to last year when
measles hitthe Maine campus. This
caused the ~emifinals and finals to
be moved to campus sites.
Th~ Friars are led by junior
Rob Gaudreau and his 27 goals
and 22 assists for 49 points. He is
followed by Bob Cowan (8-28-36),
Lyle Wildgoose (19-16-35), and
Mario Aube (10-16-26).
PC also has what is probably
the best goalie tandem in HE with
Brad Mullahy and Mike Heinke.
Mullahy is 12-2-1, the best winning percentage in the league. Look
for Mullahy, the recent hot hand
for the Friars, to play tonight.

UNH will counter with its
balanced attack which boasts of
·13 players with at least 15 points.
Joe Flanagan (20-15-35), Greg
Klym (15-15-30), Domenic
Amodeo (14-15-29), Chris Winnes (13-15-28), and Savo Mitrovic
(10-15-25) lead the way. Freshman Jeff Levy (12-5-2) will be
between the pipes for the Wildcats.
"It should be exciting here
tomorrow night," Umile said after practice yesterday. "NESN is
going to be here and the place will
be sold out." Get there early if you
want a good seat and don't be late
if you want one at all. In the last
homegame(onFeb. l against BU)
people were being turned away
at the door by midway through
the first period.
UNH is 9--0 in Snively with
the students on campus.
Saturday, the Wildcats will
head to North Billerica, Ma. to
face the Chiefs of the University
of Lowell, for the second time in
11 days.
UNH is 2-0 this season
against Lowell, winning 7-3 Nov.
28, and 5-2 Feb. 5.

